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Fraternity
guidelines
drawn up

Committee
plans future
of university

By KENT BOOTY
A set of
"suggested"
guidelines for an improved
fraternal
system
will
probably serve as an "indirect
criterion" to determine which
fraternities move into the new
dormitories, according to a
special assistant to the
student affairs office.
A decision on which
organizations move into the
new dorms will not be made
until late February or March,
according to Larry Landes of
student affairs. Sources have
claimed, however, that all 13
dormitory
units
will
"definitely" be given to
Greeks-six to fraternities and
seven to sororities.
The "Quality of Life
Statement, "drawn up by the
eight fraternity presidents,
will be used as a "suggestion
sheet" to
review each
fraternity's eligibility for the
new housing, said Doug
Drewyer, chairman of the
committee which prepared
the statement, but the final
decision "won't be contingent"
on it.
The statement "is what a
fraternity should look at if it
wants to survive as a strong
fraternity," Drewyer said.
It will probably also serve
as a "guideline" for new
fraternities, Drewyer said,
adding, "This document will
make them aware that these
conditions should exist."
Although the four-page
statement includes specific
proposals, they are "general
enough so that none of the
fraternities will be hamEered,"
according
to
rewyer.
All fraternities
need work in one area or
another to meet the suggested
criteria, he added.
(Continued on Page 1 I)

By KENT BOOTY
The future of James
Madison University is now
being plotted by a recentlyappointed committee whose
task is to "define the role the
school will perform and the
scope of its activities."
The Role and Scope
Committee was created last
month by President Ronald
Carrier to "chart the
university's future for the
next 15 years," according to
Dr.
Thomas
Stanton,
presiding chairman of the
committee.
The 25-member committee
will formulate future policy
for such areas as curriculum,
new degree programs, the
transferral of academic
credit, the university's size
and the number of out-of-state
students it accomodates,
Stanton said.
The committee is considering forming a master's
degree program in public
administration and giving
academic credit for "substantial learning experiences
outside the classroom," be
added.
One major task of the
committee is to draft a sixyear academic plan, according to Stanton. The first
two years of the plan will be
"very detailed," he said,
while each year after that
"becomes less detailed."
Updated every two years, the
next six-year plan will be
implemented July 1, 1978.
The committee will submit
a preliminary report to
Stanton by Feb. 15,1978, be
said, and will then present a
Ereliminary report to Carrier
y March 15.
There will be "campuswide, open meetings" April l15 to discuss the preliminary.
(Continued on Page 6)

CANNED FOOD
f or the Harrtaonbarg
Salvation Army is loaded Into a pick up track
by JMU students. Marc than l.tw pounds of
food was donated by the Bluestone residence

halls In a drive condocted during NCTI
Converse Hall made the largest iwhltehi—
with more than 8M pounds of canned gecda.
Photo by Lawrenct Emerson

Dorm alcohol proposal delayed
By TOM DULAN
Consideration of a proposal
to allow the use of alcohol in
dormitory recreation rooms
will be delayed until the administration sees how the
party facility under the
bleachers is "handled," according to student government officials.
Student
Government •
Association Treasurer Darrell
Pile and SGA Second Vice
President Doug Wesson met
with Michael Webb, director
of the office of residence halls
to discuss using residence hall
recreation rooms for parties
with alcohol, Pile said.
"Webb is the block right
now," Pile said, because he
will not draw up plans for the
use of alcohol in the rooms
until administrators see how

the bleacher facility is handled in terms of crowd control
and damages.
Pile suggested employing
"too many" security personnel at first, and then
gradually reducing the
number if it works out, be
said; however, Webb vetoed
the idea.
According to Pile, both
Webb and Dr. William Hall,
vice president of student
affairs said the decision is an
administrative one and will
not conflict with state Alcohol
Beverage Control Board laws.
Hall,
however,
said
Wednesday that state ABC
laws only allow alcohol in
recreation rooms on "special
occasions," and not on a day
to day basis.
In other business, Senator

Chuck Cunningham reported
that a 'proposal to extend
visiting hours in the health
center met with opposition
from infirmary officials.
Because most infirmary
cases' are contagious, and
often a sick person does not
want visitors, nurse Jeanne
Dyer said that visiting hours
should not be extended,
Cunningham told the senate.
Also, he said. Dyer believes
that visitors frequently bother
other patients.
Pile told the senators that
students with complaints
about the infirmary should
contact him.
Also Tuesday, it was
reported that the SGA is
spending about $2,265 for its
semi-formal Christmas dance
(Continued on Page 15)

Convicted students have 'minimum'trauma
Most students opt for judicial hearing
By LYNDA EDWARDS
"University Judicial
Council hearings are administrative, not judicial,
hearings. Our entire concern
is to assure due process. None
of the council members has
training
in
legal
technicalities. Our role is to
offer students the opportunity
of
fairness. "--University
Jucicial Council Chairman
Martha Caldwell.
"My job isn't to try and
'get' a student...see how much
trouble I can--give him. I'd
have to be a pretty heartless
person for that. I try to
present
evidence,'
ask
questions, facilitate
procedure, do what I can to

move the hearing along
smoothly."-University
Judicial Coordinator William
Johnson.
When a James Madison
University judicial body
convicts a student of a
violation, he can get through
the experience with a
minimum of trauma. The
penalty can be as light as $5
for littering. A record of any
hearing is sent to the vice
president of student affairs
and the Judicial Council. If
the student is 18, parents are
not notified.
According to William
Johnson, a record of the
hearing is kept in a student's
personnel file which is

destroyed one year after his
graduation.
However, Student Judicial
Coordinator Mark Tracz
points out that most students
opt for a hearing over simple
administrative handling only
if the case is complicated by
extenuating
circumstances
and the charge is a very
serious one. Hearings can be
hard on the council members
as well as the students.
"After each hearing you
feel sick to your stomach,"
Caldwell said.
Recently a student was
brought before the Judicial
Council on charges of disorderly conduct and destruction
of property.
The student

requested an open hearing.
The student advocate, an
adviser or lawyer can defend
a student.
This student
defended himself.
Caldwell, of the art
departmentjjresided over the
hearing. The student was
charged
with
major
violations. His penalty could
be expulsion from JMU.
Before
the
hearing,
Johnson had informed the
student of his rights. The
student signed a statement
saying he understood. He told
Caldwell he had no questions
about his rights or the
hearing.
The student decided to
withhold a plea of guilty or not

guilty until all the evidence
had been presented. Each
student is presumed innocent
until proven guilty.
Johnson
called
the
student's head resident adviser as a witness. The head
resident' said he was in his
room at 11:30 p.m. Sept. 30
when another resident adviser
ran in, saying a student was
"breaking stuff" on the third
floor. The RAs ran upstairs.
They saw the student
walking down the hall with a
bed slat, the head resident
recalled. The student swung
at a wall, hitting a fire extinguisher.
(Continued on Page 5)
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SGA should drop
evaluation idea
The Student Government Association first proposed publishing
a teacher-course evaluation handbook more than one year ago.
Publication of this booklet, originally set for December 12.has
now been postponed until spring semester because of lack of
favorable faculty response.
The SGA would be be well advised to reconsider the merit of
publishing such a handbook. It is both a waste of money and a
waste of SGA energy.
The handbook is designed to evaluate the effectiveness of
professors and the quality of course material based on past
students' opinions and is aimed primarily at basic studies
courses
Such a handbook can be only of little value and is simply unnecessarv.
,, ..
.
information on the
effectiveness of
particular faculty members is easily obtained through the student
"grapevine." If the reputation of a certain professor, whether
good or bad, has not been spread
throughoat the entire
student body, it can easily be ascertained through inquiry
Handbook proponents note that such word-of-mouth information is sketchy and relative, hence a published survey of
past students of each
professor is necessary. The former
is quite true, but the latter would only compound the problem
Opinion of the effectiveness of a professor or the quality of
course materials used is very often based on one's predifiction for
the subject matter. Professors tend to be rated lower by those
taking a class as a basic studies requirement than by those
enrolled in the course as part of their major or minor program.
A handbook based on a survey would thus be of little value,
unless those polled were broken down into groups as to whether or
not they liked the subject, a difficult task indeed.
Thus a handbook would be of little value.
It is hoped that the handbook will help in the selection of
classes, but what is overlooked is that a student's choice of
professor or class is very limited.
Most upper level courses are taught by only one professor. By
the time a student reaches that stage of his academic program,
any student seriously interested in his major already is aware of
the nature of that class and professor.
Selection of basic studies courses is often dictated by factors
other than who teaches it or even the subject matter. The time
the class meets and how well it fits in with the rest of the schedule
are often overriding considerations. This is particularly true of
freshmen and sophomores whose entire schedules are often
determined solely by what courses are available by the time they
register for classes.
The
luxury of choosing professors is often unavailable and
does not warrant the expense and effort of publishing a teachercourse evaluation handbook
As for determining the requirements of a particular class, this
information is readily available from the faculty members
themselves.
The SGA has had difficulty arousing faculty participation in
the project. This is not regrettable.
The SGA should quietly forget that it ever seriously considered
such a dubious project, especially one which requires such an
outlay of money, and devote its time and energy to more worthwhile areas where action is more urgently needed.
•
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Philosophy cut distressing
By ANDREA FISHER
Recently, the philosophy department, along
with a few other humanities departments, has
officially dwindled. This distresses me.
I am not a philosophy major, and I must
admit that, of the activities which supposedly
separate man from his fellow animals, I
generally prefer laughter, but nevertheless, I
am distressed.
I take some comfort in the fact that the
abolishment of a philosophy major, or even a
philosophy department, will by no means put
an end to philosophy.
Philosophizing is as natural to man as sex,
as inevitable as death. It takes place all the
time. It takes place, in its original, loose sense,
every time someone asks "why?"
But it is still upsetting to see the philosophy
department, which is a tangible statement of
our debt to philosophy,
threatened in this
way.

Guestspot
After all, the huge, powerful structure of
modern science, so indispensible to our present
society, was born from philosophy.
Not to acknowledge the importance of
philosophy now is like shooting your horse
because ithas taken you where you want to go.
Perhaps when that horse is dead you will
find you do not like where you are, and you will
wish 01' Paint was alive to take you further
down the road.
This statement may seem like something to
laugh at over the lunch table (if so, please
laugh carefully), but philosophy can be fun.
After all, although it is indisputedly very
profound, it can also be delightfully silly. It
can consist of attempts to talk shop with God,
or it can consist of word games.
So many philosophical questions are*
unanswerable that they afford us some of the
rare opportunities we get in this life for
creative thinking.
Just think: in philosophy (and I am using
the word now in its modern, more narrow,

abstract sense), we generally speak of things
which, in this life, we can never see, hear,
touch or taste.
Philosophical questions are the only true
multiple choice questions, with multiple upon
multiple of wonderfully unverifiable answers.
What freedom!
Or, if you have a fear of wide open mental
spaces, there is logic, the rigorous and minute
structure that holds most philosophy together.
The point is, whether one stresses its
freedom or its discipline, philosophy affords us
the chance to think for ourselves. Is that not a
welcome change from the incestuous process
of breathing facts back into a teacher's mouth?
Don't you welcome the chance to forget for a
while the hard realities of a maddening
consistent world of deaf Saturday nights and
dumb Monday mornings and engage instead in
wild flights of fantasy, under the respectable
blanket of "the search for ultimate truth?"
Unanswerable questions give you a
headache? Existentialism gives you hives? It
all sounds like a lot of empty words swimming
in empty air?
Well, pardon me while I take a harder line:
Even if it isn't fun, philosophy is necessary.
Just as Woody Allen couldn't part with his
relative who thought he was a chicken, we
cannot part with philosophy. We need the
eggs
That is our civilization in those eggs, and
without them we may very well not be around
to argue which came first, the chicken or the
egg, the philosophy or the civilization.
I want to be proud of this century. You out
there, my cohabitants in this century, let us
establish a forum for the discussion of "immaterial," "unvocational" ideas.
By all means, let's go on laughing. But
laughter is temporary and not always possible.
It will not in itself suffice to ease our human
predicament.
Laughter is easy and pleasant and quick,
but on consideration I think that philosophy
may be just as reliable and perhaps a more
durable tool with which to tackle the world's
dangers and absurdities. Without it, our
laughter may become quite uneasy.
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By BILL BORGES
There is a popular joke
making the rounds in South
Africa these days. It goes
something like this: "If
Jimmy Carter and Andrew
Young jumped off the Empire
State Building at the same
time, who'd hit the ground
first?" The answer: "Who
cares?"
The joke,
in
effect,
exemplifies current white
sentiment in this deeply
troubled land. Due to the
Carter Administration's
myopic stance on "one man,
one vote'' in South
Africa
the resentment of the white
minority (numbering 4.8
million) is turning into a
nationalistic
backlash
driving South Africa further
"into the laager"(the armed
camp).

Clearly, the mood sweeping
South Africa is taking a harsh
turn for the worse.
We certainly have the*
moral right and need to make
plain our abhorrence of
apartheid and South 'Africa's
violations of fundamental
decency.
However, I do not believe
we have the insight and hope
we do not succumb to the
political temptation of instruction the South Africans
on the particulars of how to
sort out their racial affairs. It
is purely an internal South
African problem.
The problem, in essence,
comes down to
the
Afrikaaners. descendants of
the Dutch, German, and
Hugenot settlers who arrived
more than three centuries ago
and carved out an identity by

fierce struggle against the
land, the blacks and the
British.
They created an
ideology of white supremacy
to ensure their own economic
privilege and cultural self
esteem.
These intensely proud and
industrious people are not the
type one goes pushing around
and ordering about.
If we insist on the standard
of one man, one vote and
majority rule-a standard
alien to the Afrikaners and, I
believe, to many South
African blacks- then we
virtually doom the prospect of
white change even before it
gets fairly under way.
So let us not be too selfrighteous as we contemplate
the undeniable monstrosity of
South African apartheid.
(Continued on Page 14)
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Reasons for more
blacks 'not valid9
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Readers forum
Prof off ers FDA choice
To the editor;
In the Nov. 22 issue of The
Breeze,
Kris
Carlson
presented, in her "Kritique"
column, an interesting
commentary on the Food and
Drug Administration and
some of the recent controversy relating to the cancer
hazard posed by certain
chemical substances.
I heartily agree that the
FDA has, at times, shown
inconsistency in its rulings,
and by no means do I support
them all. The point raised in
the article regarding the
amount of hair dye (25 bottles
per day) or diet soda (800
cans) which would need to be
consumed to get cancer needs
to be pursued, however.
The typical way in which a
chemical substance is tested
for carcinogen icity (the
ability to cause cancer) is
through animal testing involving rats or mice. The
controversy surrounding such
tests is by no means settled,
and for every scientist who
says the tests are not valid,
there is an equally reputable
one who says they are.
The major source of
argument is that the animal
tests are carried out with
greally exaggerated dosage
levels (giving rise to the
quantities of hair dye and soda
noted earlier). The point is
that mice and rats only have a
life span of one or two years,
whereas human exposures
may be for 30 to 40 years, or
even more.
Also, a substance which
would be toxic to only one onehundredth of one percent of
those persons exposed (still

Guestspot:

over 20,000 persons in a
population the size of the U.S.)
would require 10,000 mice in
order to observe just one
mouse get sick!
Those scientists who
support the validity of animal
testing argue that the time
and level of exposure difficulties can be overcome by
giving massive doses of the
chemical to a relatively small
population of test animals (100
or so). The toxicity data is
then extrapolated to the more
typical exposures that a
person might encounter (even
the FDA does not expect
anyone to drink 800 bottles of
"Tab" a day). The question
which still remains, of course,
is whether a substance which
is toxic in massive amounts
to a mouse will have the same
effect, over a longer period of
time, in humans. The answer,
while not resolved among the
scientists themselves, must
, include consideration of
whether we can afford to wait
and find out. Witness, for
example, the recent concern
about asbestos poisoning and
illnesses observed in workers
exposed more than 20 years
ago.
Is there a solution to the
dilemma? One way out of the
problems posed by animal
tests may be to eliminate
them altogether.
Recently
developed, the Ames Test for
carcinogenicity takes only a
small sample of the chemical
substance and only several
days to perform.
In this test, bacteria
mutations caused by the

chemical in question yield,
with a high degree of certainty, information regarding
the potential carcinogenicity
of the substance. As tests of
this sort become more
refined, animal testing for the
carcinogenic potential of
chemical compounds may
become a thing of the past.
In that way, valid, reliable
information regarding the
hazards of all new chemical
compounds bound for the
marketplace can be evaluated
before millions of people
become exposed to the substance, not after.

Dr. Robert C. Atkins
Associate Professor
Chemistry Department

To the editor:
In response to Carrolet
Taylor's letter in the Nov. 22
edition of The Breeze: in my
opinion you do not have a
case. Your three "reasons"
for more black professors on
campus are not valid reasons
at all
For exa mple: 1) Why must
a professor be black in order
to set a good example for
black students? 2) The label
of "white school," if it exists
in the minds of all black
college students, lies in the
prejudice of persons looking
at color instead of people and
3) Why would there be
decisions that exclusively
affect students who are black?
Remember, minority does not
mean black any more than
student means white or red.
Don't get me wrong, I am

Allen Clague HI

Sign-up service
misused by students
To the editor:
In a recent workshop, it
was brought to our attention
by a staff member of the
Career
Planning
and
Placement Office that a
needed service, on-campus
interviewing by schools and
businesses, is being misused
and abused by some James
Madison University students.
If this continues, this opportunity could be curtailed
and possibly discontinued.
The
problem
has
manifested itself in two ways:
first, apathetic behavior
toward
the
interviews
themselves (lack of sign-up)
and secondly, the defacing of
sign-up sheets posted in the

Student 'dislikes labels,
just happens to be black'
To the editor:
The following is an open letter
to Jeff Byrne:
You are correct Mr. Byrne,
a problem does exist here at
James Madison University
and flippant journalism is
helping to perpetuate it
On a personal note, I do not
consider myself "intellectually
constipated" because I do not
believe or agree with
everything I read.
Furthermore, I find it difficult to
support a newspaper that
insults my sensibilities.
As a member of an ethnic
minority, I do not like being

not a racist by any definition.
But whatever happened to
people? Let's take a good look
at who is narrow-minded. I
am willing to accept anyone
on the basis that he or she is a
fellow human being placed
intoa situation on planet earth
that is quite far from perfect.
It is up to individuals
working towards the whole of
humankind to make the
problems more tolerable. As
soon as "white" or "black" is
omitted in front of woman or
man, the problem is more
than half solved.
In conclusion, I write-this
letter as a gesture towards
better understanding these
dilemmas and trying to deal
with them in the best way. I
hope it has shed some light on
an aged subject.

"labeled" or referred to in
generalities. I am me, and I
just happen to be a member of
the black race. To learn more
about myself and to further
educate others, I do feel that
classes which emphasize
black culture need to be instituted at JMU.
You
speak
of
professionalism, Mr. Byrne.
As a professional, one must
learn not to take criticism
personally. A fool does not
know he is a fool, but a wise
man wonders.
Diane Elaine Powers

post office lobby.
Examples
of
these
defacements include the signup of non-existent students,
i.e., Perry Mason, Robin
Hood, Charles Manson and the
like. These childlike practices seem to be more
representative of high school
students rather than students
on a university level.
The interviews exist for
the benefit of those seriously
making an attempt to find
post-graduate employment. It
would be unfortunate indeed if
such a service should be
discontinued because of a few
who are not interested in their
futures.
If a greater effort is to be
made by the Career Planning
and Placement Office to get
more and better recruiters on
campus, a more positive
student response will be
required. At other universities, students are often charged for the same services
that we at JMU do not use.
Not only is the service free
here, there are no lines (not so
at other schools).
If you would like to participate, the sign-up sheets are
now posted in the Career
Planning and Placement
Office.
Let us show the
recruiters that JMU has
quality graduates who are
interested
in
their
organization for future employment.
Colleen Shaughnessy
Brian Dunn
Ross L. Carter, Jr.

Frustrations of tight reins working on SGA
By DARRELL PILE
Just as Pinocchio, with strings attached to all of
his appendages, can only walk as far as his master
will allow, the James Madison University Student
Government Association shares in Pinocchio's
predicament.
Poor Pinocchio, because of the tight reins connected to him, he can only raise his arm so high. His
accomplishments after years of trying are not really
his, but those of his master. You see, without his
master's approval, Pinocchio sits in idle frustration.
Once, the strings attached to Pinocchio slipped.
He was free! But, when Pinocchio began to stick his
long nose into some delicate issues and began to point
out some very real problems, it was not long until his
master scolded him and quickly retied and riveted
Pinocchio's reins back into place. It must be
frustrating to be a puppet.
I wonder if the frustration that past student
government leaders have voiced can compare to the

frustrations of Pinocchio? And I wonder if those
frustrations of President Mike Dewitt and the other
SGA officers are also comparable?
As treasurer, I have had many students ask me
"what does the SGA do?" My reply is simple... "here
is what we are working on and this is what we hope to
have 'approved.'" What most students do not realize
is that "approved" means weeks of talk and effort in
vain on the part of students who are here for
academics and not to be bounced around between
administrators like a ball in an enormous pinball
machine.
Year after year, our SGA brings the same
legitimate problems to the JMU administration.
Unfortunately, the administration seems to realize
that if the problems are sent through enough staff
members and referred to enough committees, the
year will soon be over and a new SGA will take office,
without any action being taken on the problems.
Well, here I sit... a new SGA executive officer and I
am already engulfed with the same feelings of

frustration that have caused one recent SGA
President to now bitterly chuckle.
I'm frustrated because even after months of work
by the SGA, students are still forced to take tests
before finals week, still have to put up with teachers
who give zeros to students who do not staple the
pages of their papers together, and still are fair game
to teachers who feel that the class average is too high
and therefore damaging to his (the teacher's)
professional reputation.
Why are we being shoved under some stadium
bleachers for lack of an adequate party facility? Why
are kegs of beer in the student union $85.00? Why do
we still have to eat roast beef and mashed potatoes
three to four times a week? Why, when the laundry
service was stopped, weren't there more machines
put in the dormitories? Why must I sit in the SGA
office and look out the window and see students
falling down a path which is so muddy that even a pig
could not waddle in it?
(Continued on Page 21)
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ARS concert rocks despite listless audience
By JEFF BYRNE
James Madison University
experienced its first taste of
hard rock 'n' roll Nov. 20,
when Point Blank and the
Atlanta Rhythm Section invaded Godwin Hall and played
for a listless audience of about
1,100.
Poor crowd size and
reaction could be blamed on
the night of the show and its
placement so close to a
holiday, but the bands
provided a truly enjoyable
three
hours
of
music
nonetheless.
Point Blank, a Texas blues
n' boogie
band
in the
tradition
of
ZZ Top,
opened the show and roared
through a little more than an
hour of gritty rock, country
blues and boogie.
John
O'Daniel's screaming vocal
work howled over
the
irresistable rhythms of Peter
Gruen on drums and Philip
Petty on bass. Rusty Burns
provided some hot left-handed
slide guitar, and Kim Davis
played some scorching guitar
leads on "Part Time Lover."
The band slowed its
breakneck pace only a few
times-once for an excellent
rendition of Bob Seger's
"Beautiful Loser," and again
for an original ballad entitled
"Sad Song for a Free Man."
Propelled by a volume
calculated to loosen fillings,
Point Blank carried their
part of the show well, coming
across as a good-time band
out to make a good impression. They succeeded.
Atlanta Rhythm Section

straggled onstage after a halfhour intermission to open
their show with "Sky High,"
another in a string of
calculated rockers designed to
bring the crowd to its feet.
The band then proceeded to
grind its way through about
two hours of solid rock which
proved why this group has
been such a hot property at
Studio One for so long.
With songs like "Another
Man's Woman," "Jukin"'
(dedicated to Bob Wills) and
"Who You Gonna Run To,"
ARS established a groove and
stayed with it. When not
reeling drunkenly around the
stage, Ronnie Hammond
delivered some fine vocals,
especially on the slower
numbers like "Angel."
The band itself is as tight
onstage as it is in the studio.
Robert Nix and Paul Goddard
are in the background but
churn out beat after beat
beautifully. Dean Daughtry's
keyboards were unfortunately
drowned out by the relentless
twin guitars of J.R. Cobb and
Barry Bailey. Cobb has a
definite country knack in his
style, while Bailey stands
there like Mick Ralphs and
plays excellent licks--not
fancy, mind you, just damn
good.
The stage lighting was
effective without being obtrusive. A large ARS logo
hung behind the band,
pulsating bands of light in
time to the music.
There were, of course,
numerous solos, really too
numerous to mention without

getting boring. The one I will
mention is Paul Goddard's
bass solo, an outstanding
demonstration of the
instrument's power.
The finale came with "So
Into You," the band's biggest
hit to date. The two encores
included a hot version of
"Long Tall Sally" with
Daughtry on lead vocal and
finally some excellent piano

runs, "Georgia Rhythm,"an
anthem to the
Band's
homeland, and "Boogie
Smoogie."
Despite the lack of an
enthusiastic audience, both
bands performed well, taking
the music and riding with it.
One final note. I, for one,
am being made to feel increasingly uncomfortable at
Godwin Hall concerts. What

ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION plays before a
small, listless audience in Godwin Hall Nov. 20.
Despite the lack of an enthusiastic audience,

is it the security police are
trying to prove by frisking
everybody as they go in? If
they are trying to crack down
on alcohol and or drug usage,
this is entirely the wrong.jvay
to go about it. I meajT the
concerts are being put mi for
students, are they not?
Meanwhile, the heads sit in
the bleachers and laugh Up
their sleeves.

the Georgia-based band delivered an energetic
set of their "rock and roll alternatives.
Pholo by Mark Thompson
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You can even kiss myARS

WHEN NOT REELING DRUNKENLY, Atlanta Rhythm Section
lead singer Ronnie Hammond delivered some fine vocals in
concert Nov. 20 at Godwin Hall.
Photo by Mark Thompton

By STEVEN SNYDER
"You can call us Atlanta
Rhythm Section, Atlanta
Rhythm Boys,
ARS or
anything you want, I don't
care. Hell, you can even kiss
my ARS," roared drummer
Robert Nix, following the
band's two-hour, two-encore
set at Godwin Hall Nov. 20.
Between gulps of cognac
and
Budweiser,
they
described their present
touring schedule, a grueling
270 days a year, mostly onenighters. Would that schedule
gradually decrease?
"Well, you work hard to get
where you want and then you
work hard to stay there," said
guitarist J.R. Cobb.
"Hopefully, it will (decrease)
soon."
In response to the inevitable
Lynyrd Skynvrd questions,
Nix claimed that, "they were
the best band to ever come out
of the South." He said that
Skynyrd would re-group, and
Johnnie Van Zant, younger
brother of the late Ronnie and
"the best singer in that
family." would be the new
lead vocalist.
"You know, right after that
wreck,
Artemus
Pyle
(Skynyrd's drummer) ran two
miles with two of his ribs
sticking out to get help," Nix
said, amazed.
"And Billy
Powell's
(Skynyrd's
keyboardist) face was split

wide open. He was the only
one to get out of the hospital in
time to go to Ronnie's funeral.
And he came on one crutch*"
When asked about their
major influence, Nix immediately named one of their
own guitarists, Barry Bailey.
"Yep, he's good," Bailey said
unabashedly.
Lead vocalist Ronnie
Hammond said that he
frequently dreams about
having children.
"I wanna retire in three
years when I'm 30," he said.
"Most people wait 'til they're
60 to retire. Hell, 60 years old,
you're too old to rock and roll
anyway. 30's just the right
age."
The last member to join,
Hammond met the band
through Rodney Mills, a
mutual friend, at a studio
where he was working as an
engineer. "I was just there to
step right in," he said. In
addition to lead vocals,
Ronnie plays organ and guitar
on the band's records.
How does the band spend
their spare time?
"Some of us like to ride
motorcycles, others fish,"
Cobb said. "You know, the
same as anybody else. We
don't see each other much
when we're home, but that's
because we don't live near
each other."

Mention of Gregg All man
elicited some sarcasm from
the group. "I heard Gregg
took the stand to talk to the
grand jury and said 'testing
testing, heh-heh' into the
mike," Bailey said.
"Gimme a drink of that
stage pass," interrupted Nix,
grabbing a bottle of cognac
plastered with an ARS special
pass. "You heard about the
new Gregg Allman doll? Pull
the string and it says 'Scooter
done if"
What did they think of
Sharon Lawrence, their
public-relations director?
Uproarious laughter.
"No,
no," Cobb said, "she's great
at her job. Every band needs
somebody like that," he added
Bassist Paul Goddard said
their new studio album would
be released in February, and
there was a good possibility
that a live album would be
released from the tapes of
their recent Dog Day Rock
Festival at Georgia Tech's
Grant Field.
Where was the band off to
next?
"We're going home for
Thanksgiving," replied
Goddard. "It'll be the first
time I've been home for
Thanksgiving in four years.
My wife won't know what to
do."
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Convicted students have 'minimum of trauma
(Continued from Page I)
"We walked over to him,"
he said.
"He immediately
calmed down and began
crying. He was intoxicated

and upset. His hand was cut
up badly."
The head resident tried to
patch up the student's
bleeding hand, then took him

dam... i
toMuj famffl

to the infirmary.
After
returning to the dorm, he said
he left the student who was
quietly going to bed.
"Twenty minutes later I
heard a crash outside my
apartment," he said. "I ran
out in the hall and saw the
student smashing a desk
chair. A piece broke off, flew
up and hit him in the eye,
scratching it."
He took the student bacK to
the infirmary where they
stayed until 3:30 a.m.
The
Business
Office
estimated $245 in damages.
The student was accused of
breaking a bed's headboard,
knocking holes in the wall, and
damaging a new $300 water
fountain.
The head resident, who had
filed a damage report, thought

$150 for the water fountain
was too much. "The water
still came out," he said. The
student had bent the fire
extinguisher's handle.
He
said the handle was bent back
without difficulty, and "it
works fine."
The damage to the fire
extinguisher was $20.
Johnson pointed out that
these were estimates. He said
he and the resident advisers
were not qualified to assess
damages.
The head resident said the
student had never given him
trouble before. There had
been a party on the student's
floor and he had invited a girl.
"He was in a depressed mood
after the young lady left," he
said.
"How much had you been

Valley Sports
Center, Inc.
107 E. Water St.
434-6580

roh
PIZZA

New York Style

Complete Line of
Sporting Equiptment

20' off

FOR STUDENTS ON PIZZA
PIES AND SANDWICHES
WITH JMU I.D.
(Good Mon.-Thurs.Only)
Sun.-thurs.
11AM-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat.
1 1 AM-1 AM
778 E. Market
Fast Carry Out

drinking?" the student was
asked.
Starting at 8 p.m., "a little
more than a case of beer,
some liquor, and some
champagne," he replied.
Questions were asked about
the student's drinking habits,
including, "How often do you
drink that much?" Do you get
violent
when
you're
drinking?"
"I usually don't drink that
much--a six-pack at the
most," he replied. "Usually,
if I get drunk I become
passive or just run around
yelling."
Questions
about
his
academic problems
Questions
about
his
academic problems were
asked. The student was in his
second year at JMU. He was
asked his GPA and major.
He had not picked a major.
When asked what he was
interested in, he did not seem
to know what to answer.
"I think what the questions
are trying to get at is this,"
Johnson told the student.
"The council tries to determine what contributions a
student can make to Madison,
what his strong points are."
"The student had been on
the wrestling, football and
track teams as well as playing
soccer. "I was thinking of
getting involved in the SGA,"
he added.
"What kind of training did
your coaches give you about
alcohol," a faculty member
asked.
(Continued on Page 9)
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Committee plans school's future
(Continued from Page 1)
report, Stanton said "Anyone
can come in and make
suggestions," he said, adding
that he expects student
feedback on several issues,
especially the size of the
University.
The committee will present
a final report "sometime in
May" to the Board of Visitors,
according to Stanton. If the
board accepts the report it
will then be sent to the State
Council for Higher Education
in Virginia.
"If the council accepts it,
the report will be filed in Richmond and that becomes our
plan for the next five or six
years," said Stanton.
The last time a similar
committee formed was
"around 1971." This was the
Purpose Committee, Stanton
saidTand "close to 95 percent"

of their recommendations
have been implemented in the
meantime.
The Role and Scope
Committee has been divided
into four different subcommittees: "whom do we
serve?," curriculum and new
programs, organization and
technology of delivery and
instruction.
Each subcommittee will research
various areas and present
their findings to the overall
committee, Stanton said.
The subcommittees meet at
least once a week, he said, and
the overall committee meets
every two or three weeks. The
overall committee will meet
next Dec. 9.
Committee members include six faculty members,
three administrators, two
Alumni Association members,
a counseling staff member, a

UNIVMtlTY
MARKET
tM)M"(B QQAI&IDV 3>A®mr dlNMBK

department head, two Student
Government
Association
officers, an alumna, a
member of the Board of
Visitors and all six university
deans as ex officio members.
Carrier is the ex officio
chairman of the committee.
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JMU debaters take
top tourney awards
Three first place awards
were won by James Madison
students in the 12th Annual
Fall Debate Tournament held
at Morris Harvey College in
Charleston, West Virginia
Nov. 18-19.
Steve Holsinger and Steve
-Nunn were the first place
team in varsity debate,
finishing with a 5-1 record.
Holsinger also won a first
place speaker award for
varsity debate and Nunn won
a third place speaker award.
Anne Edmunds and
Charles Bond were the second
place team , in the novice
division record. Edmunds
won a first place speaker
award and Bond won a third
place award.
Also Nov. 18-19, seven other
JMU students participated in
individual events in the Great
Eastern Forensic Invitational

This fine authentic English
Fish and Chips house also
features delicious Colonial
Fried Chicken, man sized
submarines at modest prices.
Be sure to try beer on tap, a
lager and lime or coleslaw
made fresh daily.
815 E. Market St.. Harrisonburg
433-8784
Convenient Drive-Up Window
Call Ahead For Fast
Take Out Service
«*BP"""*-—-^^WFH

Read The
Breeze
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medium pizza with the same toppings
I absolutely free. Mouth-watering ^^^
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^^A\
(^
I original Thin'n Crispy(R) pizza, nttm**
You get more than you pay for K^T^^

TOYOTA
1
I
I
I
I
I

cood on
Pizza nuj[ts.).
Hut(R)()ffer
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jHlI#
I at
ur rizzu
orices_ Monday ^^
JJur^av only, through December 17. 1977. One coupon per customer J

■ Or boy any medium pizza, get a small free.
■
I
[
I

Order any medium pizza and you'll get a
small pizza with the same toppings,
absolutely free. Mouth-watering ^
Thick 'n Chewy (R) pizza or
original Thin 'n Crispy (R) pizza DfTTJ}
You get more than you pay for *wf\Z
at Pizza Hut (R) "'^^^""flUt

tournament held at George
Mason University.
Kevin Miller and Elizabeth
Johnson won fourth place in
dramatic duo and Johnson
also won fourth place in mixed
interpretation and fifth in
poetry reading.
Other
students participating were
Nabil Znaid, Nancy Googins,
Alice Barrow, Theresa Harris
and Judy Stowe.
As a group, the seven
students finished fifth place in
the sweepstakes competition,
which means JMU ranked
fifth out of 26 schools participating in terms of the
number of awards won and
total performance in all
events.
Varsity debaters BflT
Mitchell and Mark Reisinger
participated in the 22nd Annual Dixie Classic at Wake
Forest College in Winston
Salem, North Carolina Nov.
18-20.
Mitchell and Reisinger
finished with a 4-4 record in
the tournament, which included 46 schools from 20
states, but they won no
awards.

INTRODUCING THE
SUPREME CELICA!

J

The 1978 Celica GT Liftback. A car that
combines the best features of European styling
with the practicality of a liftback Let your eyes
glide over Celicas ultra-modern body. Notice
the increased glass area for near-panoramic
visibility9 Now sit in Celicas newly designed,
reclining bucket seats and feel the extra interior
room. Then bring Celicas 2.2 liter SOHC.
engine to life and experience the improved
stability and performance. The all-new Celica
GT Liftback See. feel, and drive the Supreme
Celica today!
_
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■
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• 2.2 liter SOHC engine • Dual side view sport
• 5-speed overdrive
mirrors
• Quartz clock
transmission
• Power-assisted front,
disc brakes
• Wide steel belted
radial tires
• AM/FM stereo radio
• Mag-type styled steel
wheels
CITY
• Full instrumentation
Estimated EPA reincluding electric
sults. Your mileage
varies with driving
tachometer
habits & vehicle's
• Flip-up rear hatch and
condition A equip.
fold-down split rear
seat

McDoiiough Toyota
Route 150 East Staunton
Va. 886-6201
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CROCK

CAREER PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT
OFFICE INTERVIEWS
FOR DECEMBER 1977.
Dec. 5-6--U.S. Marines
Dec. 6-Augusta County
schools
Burroughs Corporation
Dec. 7- Firestone Tire
& Rubber company
Dec. 8-Culpeper County
schools

Christmas vespers

Announcements
Bread for the World
Announcement
deadlines are 3 p.m.
Tuesday for the Friday
paperand3p.m. Friday
for the Tuesday paper.
All announcements
must be double-spaced
typed, signed by an
officer
of
the
organization'and hand
delivered
to The
Breeze office.
All announcements
are subject to editing
and are printed on a
space-available basis.

Panama speaker
Professor G.
Harvey
Symm, director of the Latin
American studies program at
Georgetown University, will
speak on the subject of "The
U.S. and Panama: What
Next?" Dec. 2 at 2 p.m. in
room D of the campus center.

Basketball tickets
One hundred student and
one-hundred adult general
admission tickets to the
Dukes-VMI basketball game
scheduled for Lexington on
Dec. 7th are on sale in Godwin
Hall 213. Tickets are priced at
$250 for students and $3.50 for
adults.

There will be a Bread for
the World meeting Dec. 4 at
7:30 p.m. at the Volunteer
Ministries Community House,
Emmaus House, 317 S.
Liberty St. The world grain
reserve issue will be discussed
and letters may be written to
Congress persons. For more
information call 433-8212.

Loan checks
Checks for those receiving
BEOG-NDSL-SEOG
and
tripling for first semester can
be picked up at the cashier's
window in Wilson Hall from
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. and 1
p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Accounts are
not automatically credited
and any unpaid balances force
registration packets to be
held

Coffee house
Take a break before exams
and enjoy JMU students
singing to the King. "The
Upper Room" coffee house on
Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. in the campus
center ballroom is the break
you've been waiting for.
Sponsored by Madison
Christian Fellowship.
Donations will be taken.

play

pre8ented

"In
the Boom Boom
Room," a play by David
Rabe, will be presented in the
Wampier Experimental
Theatre Dec. 7-1G at 8 p.m.
each evening. Admission for
' students is $1. The play is
suggested for "mature
audiences."

Free paper
Free blank computer
paper is available in the
Academic Computing Center,
Harrison Annex B-2. This
paper is a by-product of
printing operations and
makes good scratch paper.
Anyone can come by and take
as much as they need. For
more information call 6625.

Guest speaker
Pi Gamma Mu will sponsor
a program on the operations
and management of the
Woodrow Wilson Homestead
Dec. 1 at 7 p.m. in room B of
the campus center.
A
respresentative
from
Woodrow Wilson will speak.
All members and interested
students are encouraged to
attend.

Graduating seniors
Orders for graduation
announcements and name
cards will be taken Dec. 5 in
room B of the campus center
from 12-6 p.m

Chanukah service
Jewish
Youths
may
celebrate Chanukah at
Temple Beth El on Old Furnace Road Dec! 4 at 4:30 p.m.
Latkes will be!served. If you
need a ride oir need further
information, call Carl at .4096.

Business jobs
Area and state firms will be
guests at an informal
gathering to discuss the job
outlook for 1977-78 business
graduates Dec. 8 at 1:30 p.m.
in the campus center south
ballroom. All senior business
students are encouraged to
attend.

Poinsettias
Can't think of what to get
your mother for Christmas?
How about a poinsettia? The
Biological! Interest
Organization will be selling
pink, white and red poinsettias in the P.O. lobby Dec.
5-7. Be sure tostop by and see
them.

The Women's Concert
Choir and Chorale will present
its annual Christmas vespers
program Dec. 4 at 3 p.m. in
Wilson Auditorium.
David Watkins. -assistant
professor of music, will direct
the concert.
The brass ensemble, under
the direction of Tom Staples,
will provide an informal introduction to the concert
beginning at 2:45.

Student operas
Students taking part in an
opera workshop will present
two operas Dec. 1-2 in the
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.
The all-student cast' will
perform "Amahl and the
Night Visitors" and Jian Carlo
Menotti's "The Telephone."
Both operas will be performed
in English.
"Amahl." one of the most
widely performed operas in
America, is a Christmas story
about a crippled boy who is
miraculously cured because
he offers to give his only
possession to the Christ Chili
"The Telephone" is a farce
centered around a constantly
ringing telephone.
Dr. John Little, assistant
professor of music, will direct
the two operas. Both operas
will begin at 8 p.m. There is
no admission charge.
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News
briefs
Pies thrown for a fee
(CPS)-Students at Seattle Pacific University have
jumped on the pie-throwing bandwagon-but have a
different motive. They do it for profit. Calling themselves the "Acme Hit Company", the students throw
pies for a fee and use the money for dormitory activities.
University president Steve Conway was the first
victim of the Hit Company. All hits are a surprise and
may be sent anonymous or identified with a card.

Occupation discrimination
(CPS)--A New York Supreme Court decision has held
that a landlord can lawfully discriminate against a
prospective tenant on the basis of occupation and he can
try "to keep out of his building intelligent persons,
aware of their rights, who may give him trouble in the
future."
The case had been brought by a lawyer who is black,
divorced and a woman. She was denied an apartment on
the Upper West Side of Manhattan and she charged she
had been unlawfully discriminated against, according to
the "New York Times."'
The landlord denied this and said be had rejected her
because she was a lawyer and "would be a source of
trouble to me as a tenant."
Without a supervening statute, a landlord is "free to
do what he wishes with his property,and to rent or not to
rent to any given person at nis whim," said Justice
Edward Greenfield. He said that the only restraints
which the law has imposed upon free exercise of a
landlord's discretion is that he may not use race, creed,
color, national origin, sex or marital status as a criteria.
"So. regrettable though it may be, a landlord can employ
other criteria to determine the acceptability of his
tenants-occupational, physical or otherwise," said the
justice.
Lawyers specializing in housing and civil-rights law
said the decision could set precedents. They said it was
the first decision in the state explicitly allowing a landlord to discriminate solely on the basis of occupation.

'•(••1141
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Students 'minimum trauma
(Continued from Page 5)
"They said it caused brain
damage, made it hard for you
to get in shape," he said.
"Yet you drank anyway."
Questions were asked about
the student's feelings of
remorse over the incident.
"What do you think the
reaction of the people in your
hall would be if you were
allowed to go back?" Johnson
"I don't like that question,"
a council member said.
Johnson withdrew it.
Later, Johnson said the
council member probably felt
that he was trying to suggest a
penalty with the question.
"The council knew we (the
Office of Residence Halls)
thought the student should not
remain in the dorm."
"Did this girl mean1
something to ryou that you got
upset abouf Dr. Caldwell
asked.
"I just liked her a lot," the
student replied.
"Did she say something to
upset you ? Did you have a
fight?"
There was a lengthy pause.
"Someone told me when she
left but I didn't talk to her," he
said.
One council member
reported
feeling
"uncomfortable" because the
questions about the girl
seemed "too personal."
Johnson said he was "not sure
the girl even had much to do
with the whole incident."
The student said after the
hearing that he thought the
questions seemed overly
personal, too. "I wasn't sure
what answers they were after,
it seemed like they were just
digging."
"I'm guilty of pushing
questions to a personal level,
Caldwell said. "But often by
asking questions I shouldn't, I
startle important answers
from a witness."
"Quite frankly, I wasn't too
sure the student would be too
effective in defending himself," she explained. "He
seemed like such a-shy, quiet
guy."
• A fight with a girlfriend
that triggered a depression
and a bout of drinking would
,Y-V V,',VtY
> -

be an extenuating, circumstance, Caldwell explained. "I can't emphasize
too much that our sympathy is
with the student."
The student always gets the
benefit of the doubt," Caldwell
said. "It's extremely difficult
to be severe with these kids."
Several times during the
hearing Johnson explained
points to- the student and
prompted to offer information
that would help his case.
Johnson said that if a student
seems remorseful, it helps his
case. "Some students seem as
if they could care less."
Technically, Johnson's
role would be prosecutorial.
But judicial hearings are not
criminal proceedings. They
tend to be informal with a
flexible
schedule
of
questioning.
"My goal is to get all the
information out whether it
helps the student or not,"
Johnson said. "I don't see
myself as a prosecutor."

The council recommended
that President Carrier
penalize the student by
making him pay all damages.
If convicted of any other
alcohol-related offense he
should be suspended for one
semester. The council urged
the student to seek counseling
about academic problems and
drinking.
"The council never forces'
a student to seek counseling,"
Johnson said "That doesn't
help the student or the
counselor."
The student said he was
very pleased with the result.
"I felt like I was treated very
fairly," he said.
The result does not always
please everyone. Caldwell
has presided over hearings
since 1969. "Sometimes you
think the result was all
wrong," she said. "These
hearings are usually very
grim. I threaten to quit each
year.
But they have a
fascination all their own. You
just hope after each hearing
that the ruling was all right."

Dance Theatre to open
convention in Richmond
The Folk and Modern
ensembles of the JMU Dance
Theatre will perform at a
convention of the Virginia
Association for Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation in Richmond
today and tomorrow.
The two ensembles will
present the opening general
session of the convention
program. They will also lead
an all convention dance. The
Virginia Dance Theatre,
which is the graduate touring
company of the dance theatre,
will also perform at the
convention.
Dr. Earlynn Miller of the
dance faculty and Glenn
Bannerman, professor of
recreation and physical
education at the Presbyterian
School of Christian Education,
planned the opening session
with the assistance of Linda
James and Ellen Feldman,
members of the dance faculty.
The Modern Ensemble will
present the first performance
of James' new work entitled
"Storm Front Blue," with an
orginial score ^wriften. b^ JDr^ ,

James Kurtz, professor of
music. The ensemble will also
perform Feldman's "Snake
and Monkey Rag" and
"Canon in D.
The Folk Ensemble will
perform a suite of Bavarian
dances directed by Diana
Tyler, a senior dance major.
They will also perform a new
Mexican
suite
from
Michoachan, Mexico.

Home ec. head
elected
Dr. Dorothy Rowe, head of
the home economics department, has been elected
president of the Virginia
Association on Aging and will
take office Jan. 1.
The Virginia Association on
Aging is a non-profit
organization of Virginians
committed to furthering the
best interests of older citizens
iij Jlje Cpfqmppweajth,

■ 1 i « a ii ■
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Misleading beer brews trouble
manner to deceive and
mislead consumers, causing
them
to
believe
that
Lowenbrau is still brewed in
and imported from Germany
or that the domestic product is
the same as the Germanbrewed version.
The complaint alleges that
Philip Morris, Miller and
McCann-Erickson are
representing directly or by
implication that:
1. All beer sold under the
Lowenbrau label is brewed in
Germany and imported for
sale into the U.S. when in fact
it is not;
2. All beer sold under the
Lowenbrau label is brewed
from the same ingredients
used by Lowenbrau Munich,
when in fact domestic
Lowenbrau is brewed with
significantly different
ingredients;
3. All beer sold under the
Lowenbrau label is brewed
using the same processes as
Lowenbrau Munich whereas
domestic Lowenbrau is
produced by significantly

Anheuser-Busch,
Inc.
recently asked the Federal
Trade Commission to investigate the Miller Brewing
Company, its parent company, Philip Morris, Inc. and
its advertising agency, McCann-Erickson Worldwide, for
alleged consumer deception in
the advertising, labelling,
packaging and merchandising
of Lowenbrau beer.
Lowenbrau, a well-known
German beer no longer is
imported into the U.S., but is
being produced by Miller
Brewing at one or more of its
U.S. breweries.
In 1974, Miller Brewing
acquired exclusive rights to
produce
and
market
Lowenbrau in the U.S. but
according to the complaint,
the Lowenbrau produced by
Miller Brewing in this country
is
brewed with different
ingredients
and under a
different process than the
well-known German product.
Miller Brewing is charged
with marketing the U.S.brewed Lowenbrau in a

WERNER'S

\

I-6?
..2.99

Bins Ribbon Party Pac 12
Schlitz Light 6pk
Schlitt Malt Liquor "Tho Bull"
Coor'a Colorado Spring*.
Lowenbrau Lt. and Dk. 6pk

2.99
1.69
1.69
2.88
2.19

Old Mill * Pabat Loncnocks 2l

5.25

"Bffi LITTLE WINECENTER SPECIALS"
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Rlunit* Lawbraaco
,
1.99
Ma tons Rose *
2.99
Blue Nun
•
v •• .3.99
Taylors Fine Table Wines Asat
2.99
Gallo Chablis Super Mac J«C
*»«^9
Taylors Mac «J*8 Asat.....
1«99
T.J. Swann Asat. flarors

......1.1*9

* Wine 01ft Packages for Christnas Gifts «j
Tanceloes

Lg. Fancy Dos

89

Apples Red Del. Large Lb

29

Banaaas

Green Tip

Milk 1 Gal. jug

$ Lbs

99
.1.59

Bacon Esakay preaiun quality lb
1.19
Ecc* Grade "A" Ex. Lg. Dos
69
7-up Diet Rite Asst Flarere 3qts....99
Gincer Ale Par-T-Pac
3qts... .99

I ....

rcome see \glfcWm
to some Qreal music.

tliottlobks,

any
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3.32

Utica Pilsnar Llfht Party Pac 12...2.1*9
Schaiata Oktoberfeat Party Pac 12..2.99
Tutor* Gold
Stroh'a Party Pac 12

Introducing
The Bose Model 601.

timgySffl^E®

"Party Pwlni* Store"
Ciear«ttes Carton All irairia

Shoes that Fit!

This new addi\i<mtoth£ bose
rotSk aid sourufc vexy ggfcaa
wor

\

7-Day Market

different processes.
To support the foregoing
allegations, the complaint
cites the following specific
facts:
1. Domestically produced
(Continued on Page 22)

108 South Main downtown H'burg
Come see our fall line of shoes includin
Naturalizers, Footworks, Buster Brown
for children, Robleefi Pedwin for men,
Dingo, Acme & Dan Post Boots for the
entire family.
_,_
_
_, ,

*&**} PP«,n til-lament
. * in-

We're as serious about your music
as you are.

Whitcscl
Music
77 East Market Street

Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
434-1376

FRIGID??
Then awn up with a pair of free
P0UUNAS If the last two digits of
your Social Security number fads
between our lucky warn-up numberM> VM'N <M flnl fit; \» iar «*»rt •« FrU«» V»« Will
Frw TiTr

■Ml N for MWMrf

THIS WEEKS NUMBER IS
NEW Ndtfftfftm* WEEK

WOOLEN HAND KNITTED IND00I
OUTDOOR SHOE SOCK
DIRECT FROM COLOMBIA...

Galerla
International Shop
6OI/2 W. Elizabeth
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Coiner Parts Co. Inc.
1471 S Main

Fraternity guidelines drawn up

Harrittnbur9

{

434-1741
"The bett in aaftmetWe oath ft ia»Pliti"

10% OFF ANY PURCHASE
WITH THIS COUPOH
offer exeiret Fib. 197«
Complete aitaatHva flan
and maehine shops
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pledging), finance, service
scholarship, social
organization,
house
management and alumni
relations. The following are
some of the suggestions ineluded in the statement.

MEMBERSHIP:
a)
J
R«sh-InitiaUy em138126
P*
membership in Greek
system, us« the one-on-one,
man-to-man technique, stress
chapter programs, rush the
total
year
review
and
- constantly.
evaluate rush
Include
L <b)Pledginghistorical
data,
organization
(<rffi
cers, national chapter,
committees...), fraternity and
chapter ideals, goals and
obligations.
FINANCE: Establish a
strict dues policy and a budget
to fit the policy, financial
control (co-signing of checks,

audit of books, etO.a central
finance- committee
to
supervise allocation of funds
and develop activities to
supplement incoming dues.
SERVICE: Establish a
*****
have a
variety ofchairman,
projects involving
both the community and
university, with a continuous
year-round policy,
SCHOLARSHIP: Establish
a scholarship with a tax
deductable fund-raising drive
to aid the program, as well as
test files, awards for most
improved GPA and overall
highest GPA, a tutoring

and a ra,er i y
*****************£
ESS"
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SOCIAL ORGANIZATION:
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HOUSE MANAGEMENT:
manager should be
established to act as coordinator of house relations; his
^^e8 may include establishment
and regulation of house
P°ncy. room chick-in and
check-out and maintenance
ALUMNI
RELATIONS:
Establish an alumni relations
officer or committee, an
alumni newsletter and provide
for
social alumni functions.
The statement is signed by
the
eight fraternity
inthe
h e presidents
1 the
"•
•
■
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our
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continue to strengthen the
fraternal system on the James
Madison University campus."
Landes said he and
Associate Director of Student
Affairs BillJohnson think the
fraternities "have covered
just about ev er
in thea
statement and, itything
represents
good start for the fraternities
'" self"governance."
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Establish a social chairman
committee, maintain
reasonable levels with regard
to sound, number of guests
and duration of parties.
Organized social functions
should be primarily limited to

and
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MILLER HIGHLITE 6 12oz. cans

1.59

^(

COCA COLA 8 I602. bottles plus top....

1:

SHASTA BEVERAGE Case sf 2*4 12os. cans

M

ANN PAGE ICE CREAM | gal....

88

^(

JANE PARKER APPLE PIES

69

C

MORTON POT PUS,

"♦(

MORTON T.V. DINNER

J(

UT»S RUFFLE POTATOE CHIPS 8|os. pk{

69

AMERICAN CHEESE Mel-0-Bits slices.12os

99

22oz. pkg

^

99
3.88

Ii for 1.00
2 for 1.00

M

WHITE GRAPEFRUIT

^
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BANANAS
5lbs. for 1.00
Prices effeetire through Saturday, Dec 3rd
in Harrisonburg.
Not responsible for typographical errors.
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Sazina at HSoots, their pride and joy, are Chester an</ ^Patricia Painter.

Wah-See Dimples was named 'Best cat in s

Cat fancier Sladys Sfarnee of OZoanohe smiles following judging,
while JlCefissa seems annoyed by allthe commotion.

Thotos 6y Woody Jfuff
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Cat show: ^CPfease keep your fingers out. Owner bites"
By DWAYNE YANCEY
I've always liked cats.
They are friendly, intelligent creatures to have
around even if they are not
always useful.
Unfortunately, most of my
associations with felines have
been with cats of the "lower
classes"-cats of confused
ancestry,
scrawny,
illgroomed animals Which tend
to rely too much on their wild
instincts.
It was with great anticipation then that I planned
to attend the Shenandoah
Valley Cat Fanciers' annual
cat show Nov. 19-20 at the
Harrisonburg Auto Auction.
At last, I thought, I would
be able to see cats of high
breeding and good temperament ... and oh, what cats
I saw!
Rows and rows of cages
occupied by magnificent cats.
Big cats. Little- cats. Furry
cats. Sleek cats. Cats of all
colors. Cats of all breeds.
One hundred and seventy of
the felis domestici on display,
from not only the Shenandoah
Valley, but also many from
Tidewater and North Carolina
and some from as far away as
New York.
This convocation of cats
and cat fanciers elicited over
one thousand fellow cat
fanciers or the merely
curious, filing up and down
each row, peering into the
cages at the wonderful
creatures inside or listening
as owners recited the particulars of their special cat.
Surprisingly, almost all of
the cats seemed undisturbed
by the commotion about them.
Some sat quietly and peered

out at the people show; most
were sleeping, some in rather
strange positions.
"It's been a hard day,"
explained one owner.
Some of the longhairs
looked like giant fluffs of
black fur, their heads or tails
indistinguishable in the jet
mass. Occasionally a sleeping
cat would open one of its eyes
to give some clue as to its
arrangement.
The
white
longhairs
seemed more like giant
snowballs when curled up, or
great strands of cotton when
stretched out.
Most of the exhibits looked
friendly
A few, however,
seemed quite capable of extraordinary acts of violence if
so moved.
"Please Keep Your Fingers
Out. Owner Bites," read one
sign on a cage. I did not see
the owner but the cage's furry
occupant, with eyes carefully
scanning people, looked quite
fearsome even if he was
resting peacefully.
I stuck my hands in my
pockets and moved on to the
next cage.
Only a few cats voiced open
displeasure at their participation in the event.
One spotted fellow stalked
his cage moaning in some
terrible language, batting
viciously at the prize ribbons
on the outside of his cage..
Maybe he was mad because
he came in second and not
first.
Two cats-Sambo and Greg
Marlin-got into a fight in
their cage.
"Just like kids," their
owner said as she slapped the
bars on the cage. Sambo

stopped chewing Marlin's ear
and retreated to the opposite
corner, as If a boxing round
were over.
One restless cat tried
desperately to reach into the
next cage and hit the cat
there. Unable to reach that
far, the other cat satpatiently
while watching him flail away
at the air.
Soon he gave up, marched
to the other side of the cage,
and tried to attract the attention of the cat in another
cage. Failing that also, he
sulked away and chewed on
his tail.
Rob Roy, a huge gray
striped animal, lay in his cage
with one eye glaring at
spectators. His owner opened
the cage, pulling the startled
cat out.
"He gets kind of turned off
by all this," she explained as
she carried Rob Roy off to the
judging ring, the cat clinging
fearfully to her shoulder.
Judging in the various
categories took, place both
days and mini-bleachers were
erected for the anxious
owners
and
interested
spectators.
Most of the cats were calm
and some even appeared
pleased as the judges, who
came from as far away as
Texas, Lousiana, Illinois and ■
Indiana, lifted them out of
their cages to inspect them.
Judging was a serious
affair. All the cages were
decorated with ribbons and
awards from past shows. A

few even displayed familylike portraits of their cat
menagerie.
The cages themselves were
almost as interesting as the
cats.
All were carpeted, some
even color contrasted with its
occupant.
Many had
elaborate baskets or pillows
for kitty, in addition to the
customary balls of yarn. One
lucky cat even had a stuffed
yarn spider to play with.
None, however, matched
Rammie's cage-not only did
Rammie live in the luxury of
thick pile carpeting but he
also had a miniature four
poster bed with blankets and
pillows which he curled up on
as he clutched his yarn netween his paws, looking cute
for everyone.
Owners stood nearby most
cages, conversing with fellow
cat owners, playing cards or
chatting with visitors.
"Now this cat looks just
like her father," explained
one women as she recited her
cattery's genealogy.
Bernard and Arlene
Zlotkin, from Brooklyn,
probably came the farthest
distance and certainly had the
rarest cat-the Korat, a sleek,
gray animal only 500 of which
exist.
The breed originated in
Thailand and the Zlotkins
describe it as "the cat with a
Thai passport." Sure enough,
they produced a handsome
certificate printed on rice
paper certifying that the

breed did indeed originate in
Thailand.
There, Zlotkin explained,
Korats are trained by local
chieftans to protect the
village. Quieter than dogs,
five or six Korats can sneak
up on any intruder and leap at
the throats.
I eyed the sleeping Korat in
the cage.
"She's calm," Zlotkin
assured me, as he opened the
door and the awakened Cedar
Glen Faux Pas of Ajo
hesitantly stepped out.
The Zlotkins were devoted
cat fanciers.
In one week they had
traveled on the "cat show
circuit" from New York to
Atlanta, back to New York,
then to Madison, Wisconsin,
home to New York, and then
finally to Harrisonburg.
They related the dangers of
owning 27 cats-such as the
time some of them sat on the
oven, pushed open the door,
and then devoured the
roasting duck inside, bones
and all.
Having spent an afternoon
watching cats pampered,
spoon-fed, baby-powdered and
groomed like kings, I had
begun to wonder whether
these cats retained any of
their baser instincts.
After hearing the Zlotkins'
story
I
somehow
felt
reassured. Reassured that is,
until I began to actually think
about cats conspiring to open
an oven and riddle a whole
duck...
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ca/ shorn Sunday.

TfCarie Sayior o/ JfarrSso/i6ury s/roAes her cat, SaJy timber.
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White rights need safeguards
(Continued from Page 2)
The U.S. must be more
sensitive, too. to the unique
politics of South Africa. Harry
Oppenhimer, the South
African mining magnate,
recently addressed the
Foreign Policy Association in
New York and made the
following remarks: "You
Americans will not be able to
bring about peaceful change
unless the Afrikaans-speaking
whites who dominate the
government can feel confident that their identity as a
people—in South Africa "Die
Volk" is an emotive term—
with the maintenance of their
language and particular
outlook, will be safe, and that
they will not be swamped and
lost in an alien environment....
"Change
won't be
possible unless the whites can
be persuaded that the end of

white domination would not
be likely to lead to a black
dictatorship or a one-party
state or to the destruction of
the free enterprise system."
He ended his eloquent
address by noting that: "After
all, it has not proved so easy to
preserve human rights and
freedoms in other parts of
Africa,
that we South
Africans should be too severly
condemned for doubts as to
whether
the
sort
of
arrangements accepted when
most of the new African
countries obtained their independence, would work
satisfactory with the much
more complicated racial
distribution of our society and
our much more highly
developed economy."
Anything short of a rational
and equitable approach to the
South African problem would

go beyond the pale of eommon
sense and logical thought.
To ask the Afrikaaner to
give up everything, and accept black majority ruleperiod, is tantamount to
asking the same individual to
cut his own throat.
Let us all hope, that in the
end, a peaceful change will
prevail.

GRAND UNION
[Morton FrozenJot Pies
Chicken, Beef, Turkey
3 for 1 Si.ot
BuschBeer lzoz.bottles

Try Us You'll Like Us
f

DISCOUNT
CAMERA
SHOP
ONE DAY PICTURE

Famous 9CM concertr
provcdlass;

PROCESSING SERVICE
•EXCEPT WEEKENDS—
\All Types Batteries Films Flashbulbs
\NIKON KODAK'CANON-VIVITAR
OL YMPUSPENTAX-YASHICA
HANIMEX-POLAROID CAMERAS
Complete Darkroom Supplies
I ALL AT

Phone 434-8272
187 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.

\

Whitesel
Music
77 East Market Street

We're as serious about your music
as you are.

Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
434-1376

IMPORTED
SPOR
CAR?

m
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B4B
THE
MCHELIN
MAN

Unisex Buckles
add personality to the
plain old functional belt!
Unique gifts, great wardrobe spicers.

SPECIAL!

GET ALL THE TIRE YOUR MONEY CAN BUY!
IF YOU DRIVE AN IMPORTED SPORTS CAR,
CHECK OUR PRICES ON MICHEUN XAS'
STEEL-BELTED RADIALS.

A KACHINA DOLL
Colorful replica
of Hopi masked
dancer on silvertone.

'4.95

® BUCKING
HORSE
Metal tones
on black with
stones in corners.

©ZODIAC

® IKE DOLLAR

Sun signs in
pure pewter.
(Specify astrological
sign)
$m95

Real Eisenhower dollar
mounted in horseshoe.
(Specify pewter, bronze
goldtone or
silvertone.)

'4.95

When ordering, specify buckle by name, including choice of metals where
applicable. (Also specify astrological sign when ordering Zodiac.)
Mail Check or Money Order/No Cash/WE PAY POSTAGE.
C.O.'D. orders will be sent postage due. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

INTERNATIONAL SALES
DEPT. A • 916 SO. CASINO CENTER BLVD.. LAS VEGAS. NEV. 89101

J .

'6.95

rt

>.

I ^ITAC CENTER
FENDER DAY
Friday & Saturday Dec. 2 & 3
Bill Throckmorton,

U

the area Eastern Sales Representative from CBS music,
will be in our store to answer questions
and demonstrate CBS products.

SPECIAL PRICES WILL BE IN EFFECT

FOR

THESETWQ DAYS

ONLY

Fender: Electric Guitars. Basses and Amps
Rhodes: Electronic Piano
Hodges: Drums
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Alcohol proposal delayed
<Continued from Page 1)
at the Auto Auction Dec. 9.
Lowenbrau beer will be served
at no extra charge, and the
Andrew Lewis Band will be
featured. Tickets cost $3 per
person and $5 per couple and
are on sale at the SGA office.
In its meeting before
Thanksgiving the SGA voted
to allocate $105 to sponsor
refreshments for the annual
Christmas tree-lighting
ceremony at Hillcrest and
fund the
Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship with $500

Faiste: cymbals
»-

7H3 E. Market St.
Harrisonbury. Va. 22HOI
4.14-44X9

<>s
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for outstanding expenses from
the recent Reba concert.
In other Tuesday business,
a resolution funding the InterFraternity Council $877 was
passed unanimously.
Also, SGA President Mike
DeWitt asked each senator to
contact his or her representative in the Virginia House of
Delegates concerning the
need for additional library
facilities on campus.
In other matters, the
change of the title of Campus
Program Board to University
Program Board was approved, as well as the appointment of Dennis Lundblad
as an off campus senator.
Lundblad will temporarily
replace- Robby Pitt, who
resigned last week.
An
election for a new senator will
be held in January.

OSSSSSSSSSXXSXSSSXXSXXXMOOaOO^

Get your Snorkle Glass now, \
before the Christmas parties
start.

Holiday Treats from

They make unique gifts!

The Body Shop

49 E. Water St.
} (under the
+ parking deck)

Men's and ladies

SHADETREE
GLASS SHOP
434-1004

wool Glend shirts & sweaters
Shoes & Boots

Christmas Special
ALL BRANDS Jeans * Cords
NONE more than SI08
Holiday Hours: dally 10-0 Sat. 10-5
"The Purple BuiWIng"
«6 t. Marhet St. Harrisonburg

Army ROTC
helps
put
you
ahead.

You've heard that before.
So, make us prove it. We think we can.
Army ROTC helps keep aH your options
open. That means a lot unless you're absolutely
certain how you want to spend the rest of your
life. It prepares you for success in both civilian
and military careers.
How?
First (and maybe foremost) Army ROTC
teaches- you leadership. Practical leadership.
How to deal with and influence people; how
to make things happen. Business and government always pay a premium for leadership!
While you take the Advanced Course, you also
earn $100 per month. That'll help pay your
expenses.
You earn your commission while you earn your
degree. The commission, by itself, testifies to
your leadership abilities. You have the option of
an Army career with all the pay, prestige and
travel opportunities of an officer.
There are plenty of other reasons why
Army ROTC makes sense for a young man or
woman determined to get ahead. We'd like to^-tell you more.
(lfll

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, inc.
E. MARKET AT FURNACI ROAD
HARRISONBURG, VA. 22801

434-5935
WHEEL ALIGNMENT • BRAKES
SHOCKS • EXHAUST
WHEEL BALANCE • BATTERIES

Army ROTC
JAMES MADI;JN UNIVERSITY
HOCW 335, GODWIN HALL
.

BEGoodrich

OR

C*LL 433-6264
Learn what it takes to lead.

ARM? ROTC.

America s Premier Radial Tire Miter
•

*-

-
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Dukes crash Hawks 103-55
By KEN TERRELL
The
Southeastern
University basketball team
was slowed by foggy mountain
roads on its way
to
Harrisonburg Wednesday
night, delaying the start of
the 8 p.m. game with the
Dukes by 45 minutes. For the
visitors it was a case of better
never'than late.
The Dukes treated the
Hawks as a brisk warm-up for
the JMU Invitational tournament, starting tonight, by
trouncing the Washington
D.C-based team 103-55.
Hot outside shooting by the
Hawks, and- equally cold
shooting by JMU allowed
Southeastern to keep the
Dukes at bay for the first six
minutes. However, Pat Dosh
sunk two foul shots to tie the
score at 12 with 13:35 left and
Sherman Dillard added six
more, points in the ensuing
rally as the host.team sprinted
to a 24-12 lead with 10:58
remaining.
With his team gaining

control at both ends of the
court. Dukes' coach Lou
Campanelli brought junior
Gerard Maturine and freshmen Tyrone Shoulders and
Steve Blackmon off the bench
for extensive service. Junior
Dick Duckett and sophomore
Jeff Cross also came off the
bench for the Dukes in the
first half.
The substitutions did little

to slow JMU's attack as the
host team went to the locker
room shooting 59 percent from
the field and holding a 54-31
advantage.
_
The Dukes' dominance
continued in the second half.
At one point a lineup of
Maturine. Shoulders. Blackmon, and freshmen Chip
Rosenberg and William Butler
(Continued on Page IK)

Dukes third at Tip-Off
By BOB GRIMESEY
Prior to last weekend's
University of Virginia Tip-Off
Tournament, James Madison
University head basketball
coach Lou Campanelli was
worried .JMU fans might
expect too much from his
team in the 1977-78 season.
"I just don't want anyone
upset if we don't win 20 games

this
year,"
he
said.
"Everyone's got to realize we
have one helluva' tough
schedule."
On Friday night,
the
University of Virginia supported his claim by stomping
the Dukes 83-63 in the tournament's first round.
(Continued on Page 17)

Sports
STEVE STIELPER <44> drives for an inside shot against
Southeastern's Greg Tolson during JMU's 103-55 massacre of the
Hawks Wednesday night. Stielper ended up with 14 points and 12
rebounds.
Photo by Mirk Thompson
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Terps hand JMU opening loss
Defeat Duchesses 78-39
By RON HARTLAUB
The women's basketball
team opened its season
Wednesday night on a dismal
note, falling to nationallyranked Maryland 78-39.
The Terrapins are ranked
fifth in the nation in the
Women Sports magazines
preseason poll, and tenth
according
to
Sports
Illustrated. Their roster also
featured three members of the
1977 United States Pan
American team.
Maryland dominated JMU
in every offensive category.
The Duchesses hit on only 32
percent from the floor, connected on 3 of 18 free throw
attempts
and
were

outrebounded 57-42.
"I wasoleased with a lot
that jf saw," coach Pam
Wiegardt said. . She noted
satisfaction with the JMU
defensive effort, but felt the
offense was not good.
"We didn't have enough
movement, and we got in each
others way," she added.
JMU used a full-court zone
press in the early going and
mounted an 8-6 lead as a
result. Maryland countered
with their own full court press,
and scored the next eight
points.
The Terrapins used good
perimeter shooting against
JMU's zone defense to take a
43-22 halftime lead.
The

Duchesses never threatened
in the second half.
Center Mendy Childress led
JMU in scoring with 12 points.
Bette Notaro contributed six
points, and led the team with
ten rebounds. Jane Zivalich of
Maryland led all scorers with
15, and the Terrapins' Debbie
Jones v^as the top rebounder
with 13.
"I $aw everybody do
something really well,"
Wiegardt said.
"The kids
handled themselves real well
on the court."
JMU will participate in the
round-robin tournament at
Salisbury State.
The next
home game is Tuesday night
against Frostburg State.

KATHY PETER ATTEMPTS to get off a shot against
Maryland's 6-foot-3 center, Kris Kirchner. Peter contributed four
points and seven rebounds in a losing cause,
photo by AI WHUMT

Field hockey team eleventh at Nationals
Triple-overtime loss eliminates Duchesses
By SARAH STRADER
Although the Duchesses did
not place in last week's AIAWUSFHA
National Tournament,
coach
Leotus
Morrison felt "the scores
could have gone any way on
any given day."
"We were as good as any
team there," said goalie Holly
Woolard.
"We dfd well
against some top teams. At
first we weren't up to par, but
we felt good about our overall
play."
The Duchesses started the
tournament with a 3-2 loss to
Southwest Missouri State.
"We played our worst/
game of the season," said
Woolard. - "We were inconsistent and just not
clicking."
"I'll admit we did not play

well in the first game, but
Missouri didn't walk away
with it either. They had improved a great deal and
surprised
us,"
said
Morrison.
SMS scored first at four
minutes into the game.
. An assist by Kim Bosse to
Erin Marovelli gave JMU a
goal to tie the game 1-1 late in
the half.
SMS regained the lead in
the second half until Dalynn
Patrick tied the score 2-2 with
15 minutes remaining SMS
was awarded a penalty stroke
which was hit in and gave SMS
the win.
"We knew we had to get
ourselves together after the
first loss.
It was disappointing, but it made us that
much more determined,"

commented captain Terry
Prodoehl.
"And we came
back strong.
"We were
ourselves again."
Although University of
Oregon was a somewhat
weaker team, JMU played a
powerful game resulting in a
5-0 shutout.
Leatha Alcamo made the
first JMU goal eight minutes
into the first half with Jeannie
Purple scoring late in the half.
Prodoehl, Julie Hull and
Marovelli
made
the
remaining goals in the second
half.
The third round of the
tournament on Thursday
matched
JMU
against
University of Connecticut, two
equally skilled teams, according to Morrison.

"We dominated the overall
play against Connecticut, but
our shots weren't getting in. It
was a game that could easily
have gone either way," said
Prodoehl.
Prodoehl made the first
goal of the game on a shot
from the top of the circle in the
first half. Mary Capita ni then
scored for Connecticut to put
the game into overtime.
No goals were made by
either team in two overtimes
of penalty corners.
The game went into sudden
death where each team
received 5 penalty strokes.
Connecticut was successful in
four strokes which meant
JMU had to match their goals.
JMU was unsuccessful in two
penalty strokes to give
Connecticut the win:

JMU outshot Connecticut
21-16 in the game. Woolard
had 10 saves.
Connecticut
continued on in the tournament to place sixth.
The loss on Thursday put
JMU out of tournament
competition. The Duchesses
spent Friday sightseeing and
Saturday they watched the
finals, according to Morrison.
"The playing conditions in
Denver were different than
what we were used to," added
M orrison. ' 'The frozen ground
makes the field hard and fast.
But the tournament was well
run and a beneficial experience for our team."
Westchester College and
Ursinus College from Pennsylvania took the top positions
for the second consecutive
year.
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Dukes finish third at Virginia Tip-Off tourney
(Continued from Page 16)
Yet one game does not a
season make, and in JMU's
case, an opening-night loss to
a possible Atlantic Coast
Conference title contender
does not mean the end of the
world.
Cavalier head coach Terry
Holland started six-foot-nine
Marc Iavaroni and 6-7 Mike
Owens at forwards, 6-9, 220pound Steve Castellan at
center, and 6-5 Jeff Lamp and
6-3 Tom Hicks at guards.
In contrast, Campanelli
fielded forwards Pat Dosh, 64, and Jack Railey, 6-6, center
Steve Stielper, 6-8, and guards
Sherman Dillard, 6-4, and
Roger Hughett, 6-2.
JMU's only hope, a possible
outside shooting advantage
with Dosh, Stielper and
Dillard, was'shut off by
U.Va.'s hustling defense.
"We knew we had to play
tough defense," Holland said.
"Coming into the game I was
really worried about their
(JMU's) ability to put the ball
in the basket.
But we didn't give them
very many shots. We came out
from the basket and forced
them to shoot." he added.
"Their (Virginia's) defense
totally outplayed our offense," Campanelli agreed. "I
thought they forced us outside
as well as any team we've
played."
The Dukes shot just under 42
percent from the field with
Dillard scoring 23, Dosh, 16
and Stielper, 10.

Virginia made 59 percent of
its shots with Lamp, a highlytouted freshman, scoring 24.
Freshman swingman Lee
Raker added 13 — hitting sue
of his eight attempts — and
Iavaroni scored 12.
Lamp hit 11 of 17 field goal
attempts.
Dosh grabbed nine rebounds
as the Dukes outrebounded
the Cavaliers 32-91, but
seldom was JMU
in
position to turn those
rebounds into points.
"We've got a long way to go
where we can beat teams like
Virginia night in and night
out," Campanelli concluded:
Saturday night, the Dukes
trounced Roanoke College 8457 in the Tournament Consolation Game.
The Dukes relied on 21
points by Stielper, 19 by Dosh
and 18 by Dillard while
outrebounding the Maroons
40-30.
Noting the differences in his
Friday and Saturday night
opponents, Campanelli said,
"With Virginia there was the
stigma of the ACC, their
reputation and knowing
they're a veteran team.
"Tonight we had Roanoke.
A team we had played before.
A team we knew we could
beat.
Overall Campanelli said the
series proved "We need a lot
of work in pulling everything
together.
"We miss a late scrimmage
to help us get it all together,"
he said. "I think having the
Czech scrimmage so early

may have hurt us because we
needed something like tonight
(the Roanoke game) to
prepare for Virginia."
Otherwise Campanelli was
pleased with the victory and
glad JMU "got a lot of people
in the game."
Against Roanoke, all 12 of
JMU's players saw action.
Hughett traded the point-

guard duties with Jeff Cross
on both nights as both saw
about the same amount of
action.
Campanelli plans to use the
"offensive-minded" Hughett
for the running game, and the
"more patient" Cross when he
wants the offense to be "more
deliberate."
Dillard was named first-

team All-Tournament along
with Lamp (the Tournament's
Most Valuable Player),
Castellan and VMI's Ron
Carter and Kelly Lombard.
Virginia beat VMI 90-70 for
the Championship Saturday
night.
JMU will travel to
Lexington to play VMI next
Wednesday.

«*...

Sports analysis:

What happened?
By Paul McFarlane
For the soccer team, the 1976 season was a "What
if" year. What if the Dukes scored on one of their
many chances against Clemson to beat the then
number-one ranked team in the country?
And what if the disallowed goal at Navy counted,
to give Madison the win. There were many other
"what ifs" last season.
The 1977 campaign turned out to be a "What
happened" season. In particular, what happened to
the offense?
The unit expected to be strongest, failed. In 16
games, JMU produced just 32 goals. All but one
starter of the offensive unit returned from a year ago
when it scored 47 goals. But still, the offense fluttered. What happened?
"I wish I knew," explained head soccer coach Bob
Vanderwarker. "We moved the ball well, got shots,
but the ball didn't go in the net. I and the other
coaches and players tried to figure out what it was.
We never came to a conclusion. We feel we were
doing the right things but the ball wasn't going in.
"Maybe bad luck or the breaks is too trite, but
that's what seemed to happen in a lot of our games. I
wish I had a better explain* Hull than that.
"We would go back to the field and practice
shooting and do very well, In the game, we would
work for good shots, get them, but for some reason
the other goalie would make the save or it would hit
the post and go outside."
Even if the offense can have a finger pointed at it
the defense certainly can not. JMU's opponents
scored 17 goals (a 1.06 goals-againsti
average).
They shutout eight of their opponents, and oniy twice
did an opponent score more than two goals.
«
Appalachian State, who went to the finals of the
NCAA Southern Regional Playoffs before losing, and
Temple University, who captured the ECAC Southern
.District Championship, defeated JMU by scores of 51. Add Clemson, number one in the nation prior to
Saturday's 2-1 loss to Brown University in the N('4A Quarter-finals, and no other teams scored more
than one goal against the Dukes. Clemson beat JMU
2-0..
"We played excellent defense," said Vanderwarker. "There was no doubt about that. All of
our backs did a good job in spite of the fact that we
had a lot of injuries to backs. The people we put out
(Continued on Page 29)
TT

JMU CENTER STEVE STIELPER shoots
over Marc Iavaroni (44) of the University of
Virginia during the Dukes' 83-63 loss to the
Cavaliers in the first round of the U.Va. Tip-Off
Tournament last Friday night. Virginia's Jeff

Lamp (3) and Tommy Hicks <1») look «a. The
Dukes trounced Roanoke College in the
tournament Consolation Game 84-57. Virginia
won the tournament by defeating VMI in the
Championship Game 90-70. photoby MarkTbompioa

The Nationals-a goalie's view
One player's thoughts on a bittersweet trip
By HOLLY WOOLARD
Ten days had passed since we defeated
William and Mary, in overtime, to claim the
Regional championship and a berth in the
National tournament. Our school work had
piled up and no one could concentrate on
hockey as much as was needed.
As we headed for the United Airlines gate,
our dream of competing for the United States
collegiate field hockey title, seemed real for
the first time. The team was ecstatic and we
boasted of our accomplishments and our
destination to all the other passengers.
We were psyched and ready to conquer. In
no way would be intimidated by any team or
individual.
We arrived in Denver to find hundreds of
hockey players and skiers in the airport. We
had our sticks and they had their skies as
everybody sat waiting for their luggage so they
could begin the Thanksgiving holiday.
I looked through the crowd, anxiously
waiting to see a familar face. There was the

West Chester squad, the national champion for
the past two years and Ursinus, the runner-up.
My heart almost stopped beating, while I
meditated on the intense competition we were
to face.
We finally piled our luggage and equipment
into two rented cars and a taxi and headed for
the Mariott Hotel. We ran into still more
hockey players there that were trying to carry
as much luggage as we were.
Our rooms were not ready, so we stacked
our gear in the coaches' quarters and immediately filled the cars to cruise through the
spectacular Colorado countryside.
Southwest Missouri was our first opponent
the next day and we hardly played up to par.
We executed a few good plays, but nothing that
could defeat such a deterimined group of
athletes.
They scored early in the first half, and injured me while I was making my national
debut. I probably am a "wss" when it comes to
(Continued on Page 20)
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Gotta9 gripe?

Dukes drop Southeastern 103-55
(Continued from Page 16)

reeled off 13 unanswered
points. Dillard left the game
early in the second half with
his game-high 29 points
secured.
The
thinning
crowd
cheered the Dukes toward
their first lOO-point game of
the young season in the
closing minutes. Shoulders

Write:

The Fans9 Voice
The Breeze

host team's 94 field goal attempts broke a record of 84 set
against another Southeastern
team. January 3, 1974.
"We needed a game like
this, as rough as the rest of our
schedule is," Campanelli said
after the game. "But I was
pleased with the way we
played hard all through the
game...we were diving on the
floor for balls all night,'' he
added, "this was the type of
team that could lull you.,"

finally hit the century mark
for JMU by sinking a freethrow with 2:48 left in the
game.
The final tallies revealed
two statistical records for
JMU. The Dukes' 79 rebounds
eclipsed the old mark of 61
set February 10. 1976 against
Hampden Sydney, and the

yoiCE OF
THE

Campanelli
was
also
satisfied with the Dukes'
display of bench strength. "I
feel confident in my first
season coming off the bench,"
Blackmon said.
"I like
coming in and giving the team
a lift."

FAN

Rosenberg thought he was
well prepared to enter the
game and play with a variety
of lineups. "We're always
switching off and. sending
people in and out in practice,"
he said.

TYPING
can

ROBIN
BARER

Campanelli's only disappointment was the lack of a
full house for the game.
"We'll have great competition
in this weekend's tournament
-I expect the students to rock
that place."
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Wholesale Distributors
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We sell wholesale only, to all JMU
students. Master Charge Welcome.
14N.LIBERTY ST.; HBURG, VA. 22801
Phone 434-3844 434-5750

DUKES' PAT DOSH exhibits the kind of bustle that kept JMU
"diving on the floor for balls all night," according to coach Lou
CampanellL The Dukes' effort gave them a 193-55 victory Wednesday night.
Photo by Mark Thompson
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AnnyROTC
helps put you ahead
You've heard that before*
So, make us prove it. We think"we can.
Army ROTC helps keep all your options
open. That means a lot unless you're absolutely
certain how you want to spend the rest of your
life. It prepares you for success in both civilian
and military careers.
How?
First (and maybe foremost) Army ROTC
teaches you leadership. Practical leadership.
How to deal with and influence people; how
to make things happen. Business and government always pay a premium for leadership!
While you take the Advanced Course, you also
earn $100 per month. That'll help pay your
expenses.

This handy purse size
memory-jogger features:
• Full Year Calendar
• 1978 Dates To Remember
• Annual Wedding
Anniversary Gifts
• 1978 &> 1979 At A Glance
• Space for Names,
Addresses and Phone
Numbers
• Gift Guide

You earn your commission while you earn your
degree. The commission, by itself, testifies to
your leadership abilities. You have the option of
an Army career with all th(? pay, prestige and
travel opportunities of an officer.
There are plenty of other reasons why
Army ROTC makes sense for a young man or
woman determined to get ahead. We'd likt to
tell you more.
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J>ew coach leads 'young' women's swim team
By HOLLY WOOLARD
"Anyone that makes it
through practice has to be a
hard worker," said the new
James Madison University
women's swim coach.
The new Duchess mentor is
Skippy Courtet.She begins her
first head coaching position
this season, after previously
swimming and coaching at
Penn State.
"We should have a couple
of kids make it to Nationals
this year," said Courtet. The
Duchesses practice four times
a week, averaging between
4,000 and 5,000 yards a day.
"Miss Courtet is the kind of
coach that makes going to
Nationals possible," according to sophomore Sukie
Shaw. "If you really want to
do it, you can make it," she
added.
"The team is very young,"
stated Courtet. "There are
only two seniors and two
juniors."
Heading the list of returnees are co-captains Diane
Cayce and Francis Kelley.
Both have very strong
swimming backgrounds and

Hard practices could be key to successful season
will aid the team greatly,
according to Courtet.
"Diane and Francis are
mature individuals and serve
as a liaison between the team
and myself," said the coach.
"They are very dependable
and the girls respect them."
Sophomore Meenie
Carrington also strengthens
the Duchesses' roster.
Carrington earned Madison's
only first place at the Virginia
state swim meet, last year,
in 50 yards breastroke. She
also placed 2nd in the 100 and
200 yd. breastroke and 3rd in
the 100 yd. individual medley.
Junior, Anita Callahan was
the Duchesses' top freestyle
sprinter last year, and placed
4th in the one-hundred at the
state meet. She also finished
5th in the fifty and the twohundred.
Sukie Shaw is another
veteran for JMU she placed
5th in the 100yd. IM and the 50
and 200 yd butterfly at the
state meet.
There are fifteen freshmen
competing for starting
positions this season. Newcomer Mary Kate Ferguson is

a breastroker from Baltimore
who "should give Carrington
plenty of competition," said
Courtet.
"Claire Schilling may be
used in a variety of strokes,"
said the Coach. "Individual
medley should be her
strongest event."
Another top incomer isMarie Grosz. She is a

freestyler who has already
finished with a 26.0 for the
fifty, this season. Grosz will
give lots of competition to
Callahan, stated Courtet.
Teresa
Norman,
a
graduate of Thomas Jefferson
High School and
the
Most Valuable Player on her
team in '75 and '77 will be
diving for the Duchesses.

Record evens out at 1-1;

Wrestlers beat Howard, 39-15
By DENNIS SMITH
The James Madison
University wrestling team
evened its record at 1-1 with a
39-15 win over Howard
University Wednesday afternoon.
Scott Breslin (150) and Jim
Jones (177) scored pins for the
Dukes. Breslin pinned
Howard's Lee Scott with 3:50
gone in the match and Jones
tagged Joe Dean at 7:27.
The pins gave both

wrestlers records (l-l).
JMU's Rick Ebersole (134)
won a 10-6 decision over the
Bison's Bob Lee in the Dukes'
other match win.
Dale Eaton (190), David
Havens
(Hwt), Dennis
Herndon (118), and Pepper
Martin (126) received forfeits
for the
Dukes
in the
match.
Howard's Herbert Talbert
won a 16-12 decision over the

THE DEAN OF BEER'S

FMALEXAM.

KH was yeast realty responsible for the fall off the Roman Empire?)
As your Dean of Beer, it is my scholarly
opinion that just knowing the one word lor
beer is not enough. You must also know the
reasons why. Because only then will I.
Siglinda Steinfuller. be satisfied that you have
graduated from Remedial Beer Drinking.
QUESTIONS:
Q: 1. The best water for beer comes from:
a) Big Duck Mountain.
b) Underground from Tijuana.
c) A small store in Macnn. Ga.
d) None of the above
A: (d) No matter what you hear about
"naturally pure" waters, virtually .ill
brewers filter and further purify their
water. But Schlitz doesn't stop there. They
filter their water and then filter it again.
So when they're through, it's purer than
the purest springwater.
Q: 2 Klages and Firlbeck III are:
a) Composers of famous beer drinking
songs like "I Left My Shoes in Heidelberg!'
b) Owners of the worlds largest unknown
brewery.
c) Serving time in Sonoma. Calif., for
impersonating Arnold the Wonder Seal.
d) More expensive barleys.
A: (dl Schlitz blends Klages and I irllx-< k III
barleys with the standard variety most
brewers use because they l>elieve it gives
their beer superior flavor

V&nd* Steinfufer
Dean ol leer

Everyone gets along
great, said Courtet. "I think
we will have a fun year,"
The Duchesses travel to
Penn State this weekend for
Penn Relays. Top collegiate
participants include Penn
State, University of Pittsburg,
Indiana . University,
University of Maryland and
Clarion State.

Q: 3. Hops are notorious for:
a) Their lack of intelligence.
b) Always getting to work late.
c) Losing their keys.
d) Being difficult to keep fresh.

Q: 5. The biggest misconception about yeast
is:
a) Carrying some in your pocket is good
luck.

b) It is good for hernias.

A: (d) The freshest hops make the best beer.
That's why Schlitz vacuum-packs and
refrigerates their hops. So they're as fresh
at brewing lime as they are at harvest time.

c) It was responsible for the fall of the
Roman Empire.
d) To ferment beer, all you have to do is
drop it in the vat.

Q: 4. The best adjunct to beerw—
a) Rice.
b) Corn.
cl Either rice or corn.
dl What's an adjunct?
:
A: (c) Every American brewer uses rice or
corn to lighten the flavor of their beer.
This is called an adjunct. But Schlitz
knows how to use either grain interchangeably. So they're never at the mercy
of an unfavorable crop. And neither is the
taste of their beer.

A: (d) To make beer taste right consistently.
Schlitz believes the yeast has to be evenly
distributed during fermentation. That's
why Schlitz gently stirs in their yeast. It's
part of their Balanced Fermentation
Crocess. And they're the only American
rewer who does it.
Q: 6. ChiH-Lagering is:
a) A popular German country and western
singer.
b) A Scandinavian winter sport played
without clothes.
c) A new ethnic TV comedy about the
owner of an ice cube factory.
d) The right way to age beer.
A: (d) When Schlitz ages beer, they age it
cold—very cold — down to 29.5 degrees.
It's called Chill-Lagering. And it's what
makes Schlitz crisp, clean and bright.
Q: 7. A mini-brewery is:
a) Hidden in a basement somewhere in
Greektown.
b) The result of trying to make Broken
Toe. Idaho, the beer capital of the world.
c) The right way to pretest beer
ingredients.
d) Both (a) and (c)
A: (c> Schlitz has a mini-brewery where they
test-brew the quality of the ingredients
that go into Schlitz-before they go into

Schlitz.
SPECIAL BONUS QUESTION:
Q: True or false, the one word for beir is
Duffelbrau.

A: E<*lse. There is no beer called Duffelbrau.
Just as there is no beer like Schlitz. If you '
answered this question true, perhaps you
should look into turkey ranching.

0
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Dukes'. Woody Lawman.
Bill Stroble (167) and Bill
Esen (158) scored pins for
Howard over the Dukes' Kelly
Sharpes and Tom Gott.
The Dukes lost their opener
to Virginia Commonwealth
University 35-11, Sunday
night.
*
*C.t

Lawman and Herndon were
the only Dukes to win their
matches against the Rams.

Hawkinson
named to
Select side
Senior Brian Hawkinson of
the James Madison University Rugby Club was chosen
by the Virginia Rugby Union
for the Northern Select side
from the Eastern Region.
Hawkinson participated in a
match against New England's
Select side last Saturday in
Philadelphia.
This was the second time
Hawkinson was chosen for a
Select side.
The Union
governs both Collegiate and
Club organizations in the
state.
,,-,,
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NEED A
COLLEGE BREAK?

If you do. then you should
check into what the Urtted
States Air Force has to
offer. You'll find more than
140 jobs in Air Force
career fields... training at
some of the finest technicoi schools in the nation...
an excellent salary... the
opportunity to work toward
your associate degree
through the Community
College of the Air Force...
on-the-job experience...
30 days of paid vacation
a year... worldwide assignments ..medical care...
dental care...plus much
more.
: Ch«*itoytfoLy.cxjr5eJL
by contacting

nUMTTMNICVSTa

A g.ro*

DOD DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

Verona, Va.

TSgt. Edward W. Workman
606 & 607 N. Coalter St.
Staunton, Va. 24401
Call Collect: (703)-885-4284
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Bewildering sc
(Continued from Page 17)
there did very well, andtur
aeepers played well. I was
very pleased with our
defense."
j'MU
goalkeepers,
a
question mark at the start,
were superb. Junior starter
Otis Fuller allowed 16 goals in
aee and allowed iust one goal.
Junior Rodney Allen played 91
minutes without allowing a
goa5 It seemed fitting the
Dukes, with their offensive
troubles and fine defense, tie
eetn finale.
"I kind of thought that too,
you know," said Vanderwarker. "It was strange.
We went over there and
played excellent soccer I told
the team we played probably
the best we played the entire
season, in terms of our game
plan, in terms of what we did
and in the way we tried to
accomplish it."
Although the Dukes did not
score against Navy, Vanderwarker tried to substantiate his claim that the
team that plays the best may
not always win.
"Of course, the game of
soccer is, in some ways, a
strange game. It's not always
the team that plays the best
that wins. I think it's ironic,
but that's the way it is. I would
like to see it change from a
spectator's point of view, that
if there was more scoring,
people would enjoy it more.
People tend to react to scoring
more than to artistic play.
"In other words, its only
the real connoisseur of the
game that can really ap-

W>

preciate all the skill that goes
into the same, other than the
ultimate, which seems to be
scoring and winning. That is
the goal-that is the ultimate:
to put it in the goal and score
more than the other team so
that you win the game.
"For instance, I went to the
World Cup games in 1974. The
first five games I saw were
nothing-to-nothing. This does
not mean that it was a bore or
a drag. It was tremendous
soccer; it was great soccer. It
was well-played by worldclass teams. They, in spite of
all the skills and the abilities
of the players they had, ended
up not scoring.
"This is not the nature, at
least, of the American sports
fan. Whether that's fortunate
or unfortunate, I don't know.
It makes us strive in a way to
push so much to score, to win,
sometimes you put extra
pressure on yourself."
That added pressure was
one of the possible reasons
Vanderwarker gave for the
team's lack of scoring.
"I think I put a lot of
pressure on the guys,"
Vanderwarker added, "And I
think they were putting a lot of
extra pressure on themselves
in some of these games.
"It's a sport where you've
got to relax and let the scoring
thing happen. If you try so
hard to make it happen, it
ends up not happening,
the utmost out of them rather
than standing idley by and
hoping it happens. I'd like to
try it, but I'm of the other
personality. I'm one that tries
to develop an individual's

capacities by urging him to
success rather than just
"My nature is one that
pushes people to try to
achieve the utmost out of
them rather than standing
idley by and hoping it happens. I'd like to try it, but I'm
of the other personality. I'm

one that tries to develop an
individual's capacities by
urging him to success rather
than just allowing it to happen."
"Maybe that's what
happened to us, I wish I knew
what the answer was. I don't
think that anyone can come up

with a completely satisfactory
explanation, but we're not
trying to make any excuses
either. I guess that's a part of
sports, and you get awfully
philisophical when you say
this. This is something you
have to accept."

Goalie gives view of Nationals
(Continued from Page 17)
pain, but 1 swear, I thought I broke my thumb.
The ball hit my stick hand, sandwiching my
thumb between the stick and the ball.
•
We tied the score before the end of the half,
but later Missouri came on strong to take the
lead back. Their next goal was the kind of shot
that any goalie could stop, excluding this
particular hotdog. To say the least, I choked.
We then scored a rare goal that no one
touched, (usually the breakes go against us.)
However, with the score tied 2-2, the referee
evened things out by awarding Southwest
Missouri a penalty stroke in the final two
minutes.
The resulting goal was the fastest stroke I
have ever seen. We fell behind 3-2 and wound up
in the consolation bracket after the first
contest.
; ,
That afternoon we cooked against
University of Oregon. It was about time. Our 50 victory reassured us that we deserved to be
at the national championship.
Thanksgiviving morning we faced the
University of Connecticut and boy did we
play! Everyone gave 100 per cent but we just
couldn't get that damn ball in the goal.
We outshot U-Conn 21-17 but only one goal
was recorded for each team by the end of the
match.
The tournament regulations for overtime
included three penalty corners, three sudden
death corners and if the score remained tied,

five alternating penalty strokes. (A real
bummer for the goalie).
As might be expected, the game came down
to strokes. In this situation many players fry to
execute a psyching process. I was trying to act
so cool, that I almost started to laugh.
I peered at the stroker confidently, while
begging for grace inside. She snickered as if to
say, "kiss this one good-bye, goalie." She
didn't give me time to do anything but look
around to find the Ball in the cage. I smiled and
walked back to the team, trying to pretend the
goal meant nothing.
We also scored on our first stroke and for a
while it appeared thart the match would go
down to the wire. U-Conn scored again and our
second shot was blocked.
Fate was obviously biased as the New
Englanders scored again. Our third attempt
was blocked and a fourth goal by U-Conn
assured them a place in the top ten finishers.
After three solid months of practice and one
month of very intense pressure our season was
finally over. Our winning ways arid a hell of a
season had ground to a halt. For six players,
including, myself, our hockey careers at JMU
had ended. Our bid for the national championship, would always bring back memories
of friendship,competition at it's peak and the
personal yielding required in any team sport.
As for the team's impression of me. I will
probably be remembered as the only goalie
that could still be as hotdoggish and cocky as
ever, after missing five straight penalty
strokes.
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Frustrations of tight reins working on the SGA
(Continued from Page 3)
Why are not teacher
evaluations mandatory in
each of our classes? Why are
not teacher evaluation results
posted? Why must students
sometimes be late for class
because no clock on campus
tells the right time?
Why did the Madison
Foundation give $200,000 to a
new home, or should I say
castle, for Dr. Carrier instead
of buying some up-to-date
textbooks for our library?
Why does the school continue
to grow in numbers when we
are already overcrowded?
Why won't our bookstore
allow us to see how much
profit they are making on
textbooks? Why does our post
office sometimes take two or
three days to deliver mail to
boxes? Why do some dorms
have candy and cigarette
machines and some dorms do
not?
Why must students still trip

over broken wooden steps
behind the library and \ip
from Godwin Hall? Why do
professors even bother to post
office hours when they do not
bother to be in their office?
Why does the campus center
stop selling beer at 11 p.m. on
Thursday nights?
Why must our Campus
Program Board still struggle
and squirm to get permission
to book Godwin Hall for a
concert?
why
does the college farm close at
12 midnight? And why must
students still have to wait in
those ridiculous lines at
registration?
Finally, why must students
still voice the same complaints about our infirmary
that were voiced last year and
the year before?
I hope that students will
now see that the Student
Government Association does
do something.
We are
students and we are, in fact,
aware of most of the problems

and do vainly work to resolve
the same problems"that
everyone talks about. And we
are no different than any other
student. For we too sit in the
dorms at night and discuss
campus problems. And we too
are subject to all of the unnecessary university-caused
pains in the posterior.
I suppose the most
irritating factor to the SGA
occurs when we compare all
the time that we actually put
into our positions as compared
to the few actual things we can
accomplish.
Currently, all of the
problems I have mentioned
are being discussed and each
has come to the attention of
the
appropriate
administrator. But, as has been
the case in the past, because
of the apparently uncooperative nature of JMU's
enormous
political
machinery, many of the
problems will remain for the

~CPB BILLBOARD'
"CAR WASH':....where, between the
hours of 9 and 5 anything can happen...
and usually does!

SGA of next year and of the
years to come to deal with.
The SGA should not admit
defeat. , nor should it go and
throw rocks at Wilson Hall.
We will, in all likelihood,
conUnue to tediously chip
away at the barriers which
prevent the resolution of
many of the yearly campus
problems.
Admittedly our success is
limited.
For without the
sincere cooperation of the
JMU administration, our
SGA, like Pinocchio, can only
sit in idle frustration.
I challenge each student
who is reading this article to
take a stand on the problems
which he or she wants
resolved. SStudent letters
written to the proper administrator and openly
published in The Breeze carry
more weight than most
students realize.
The girls of Hoffman Hall
who complained about
Chandler Hall policies and the
resident of Ashby who complained about water in his
dorm's basement both found
success!
In any case, please do not
distort my reasoning. I am
very proud of our university
and have encouraged many of
my friends to apply. We are
growing extremely fast and
have become a very im-

pressive institution. Although
it is almost incomprehensible
to imagine how great the
university will be in 10 years, I
am anxious to see!
The political bureacracy
and administrative "pinball
machine"which seems to
quell the efforts of the SGA is
extremely frustrating. There
is no reason why the same
obvious problems must be
fought year after year.
The SGA does a tremendous amount of work. Because
none of the SGA's solution*
are really ever tufty or
readily approved and because
none of their answers are very
frequently made
by the
administration, the SGA looks
as if it does nothing!
I suppose if the SGA knew
Clark Kent it could call for the
help of Superman. Or if the
SGA was a friend of Hercules,
it could yell for help from
Mount Olympus. And if it
knew Popeye the Sailor it
could find success by serving
him a can of d-hall spinach.
But, to our SGA's dismay,
we are only cousins to
Pinocchio and must continue
to sit in idle frustration and
accomplish only what our
master will allow.

\
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Wvegpt
what you want.

t Stars Franklyn Ajaye - George Carlin

Professor Irwrn Corey * loan lixoo • Aolooio Fargas • Lorraine Gary
lack Kehoe • Clarence Muse - The Pointer Sisters liciari Priori

See Her In Rubies, Sapphires & Diamonds
Let her light shine in precious stones.
Your choice of genuine rubies or sapphires
combined with diamonds. Single cluster
ring $65. Twin-cluster ring $115.
Earrings $105. Pendant $59.95.

Written by JOEL SCHUMACHER - Music by NORMAN WHITFIELD Directed by MICHAEL SCHULTZ

by
IPICII

®

Convenient Terms, Layaway And
Major Credit Cards.

PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED•♦£&•
S0MI MlHaitt M«I KOI 81

SUlUBlE

'OK PRE TEENKCERS

Original sound track available exclusively on MCA Records & Tapes

Student Accounts Invited

FRIDAY Dec. 2nd $1.00 w/ID
Two Shows 7:30 pm and 10 pm

Open Nightly 'f\\ 9
except Saturdays
klTjd
thru Christmas
Hi
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Beer deception brews trouble
(Continued from Page 10)
Lowenbrau six-pack cartons
and bottle labels are nearly
identical to those traditionally
used to package imported
Lowenbrau. They feature the
traditional trade colors and
the Lowenbrau heraldic lion
trademark.
2. The carton canes the
statement,
" Lowenbrau
Established 1383 Munich,
Germany." The only indications to the contrarry are
on the bottom of the carton
and carton ends which are not
visible to consumers when the
carton is displayed in stores.
3. The bottle label features
representations of eight
medallions awarded the
German-brewed product in
international beer competition but never awarded to

the domestic product. Type
indicating U.S. origin is less
than one-eighth inch high.
4. Advertising materials
using the Lowenbrau Munich
colors and trademark contain
no disclosure that the beer
now being sold as Lowenbrau
is U.S.-produced.
5.
When domestic
Lowenbrau is sold on-premise
there is no disclosure at the
point of consumption that the
product is a different product
than imported Lowenbrau.
6. The wording on the back
panel of some domestic
Lowenbrau bottles include the
word "Reinheitsgebot," a 1516
decree which regulates beers
brewed in Bavaria and limits
their content to barley malt.
hops, yeast and water. The
domestic Lowenbrau does not

comply with the decree
because it contains other
ingredients. Ingredient and
process differences between
the domestic and Munich
Lowenbrau are detailed in the
complaint.
The complaint requests
that the FTC take appropriate
action
against
Miller
Brewing, Philip Morris, Inc.
and McCann-Erickson
Worldwide to discontinue the
deceptive practices.

Christmas C^rds ...
Many different kinds
and a varied of designs.
All Hallmark designs feature colors and
enriching processes too beautiful to be
reproduced in tiiis ad. Please come see the
real thing!
_oxed Card Selection
The widest/and richest spectrum of greeting card
designs to be found anywhere. And a variety of prices
to match. Most boxed card designs contain one extra
envelope .. .just in case. You'll also find exclusive card
designs feature envelopes with such extras as foil
lining and coordinating designs.

HAS JMU BEEN MORE EXPENSIVE
THAN TOU EXPECTED?

Hallmark Classics
Elegant, miniature Christmas greetings, with
specialized processes and foil lined envelopes.

Maybe yon should look into applying
for an Anry ROTC Scholarship. If
your trades are reasonably good, and
yon are interested in applied leadership, a two or three year scholarship
may be waiting for yon to apply for it

Christinas Cards ...
Select your way to say
"Meriy Christmas!"

COMPUTE ttAjtffWWYlCE
FOR GUYS AND GALS

Check it out. Call us at U33-626U,
or stop by to see us in ROOK 335,
Godwin Hall.

Redken Products
337 E MARKET
HARRISONBURG

more for less.

.

Formal Greetings
Formal designs offer engraving and other special
processes on quality paper stocks.

Postcard Greetings
Popular postcard format saves you postage.
Only 9C to mail! So convenient too.

Greetings for Loved Ones
Christmas cards with a special message for a special
person: Mother, Father, Wife, Husband, Son, Daughter,
and other relatives.

Ttftomcsnawx* ofiertnorcpowtr
Tktrt arc sevttxmodtlsotic tor every taAget.

Gift Money Holders
A popular way to send cash ... and gift certificates
too! Show the milkman, mailman and newsboy that
you appreciate their fine service. Give them your gift
neatly folded in an attractive bill holding card.

Lloyd's Hallmark
downtown Harrisonburg
Mon-Fri 9:00 to 9:00
Sat 9:00 to 5:00

Whitesel
Music
77 East Market Street
M#*

We're as serious about your music
as you are.

Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
434-1376

When you cat* enough to send the very best.
. © 1977 H«llm«fk Cardi. Inc.
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vhJKndxew hewis cBand
HOLDING ON/MIDNITE MAN

mm m*&n.
Mia /ui>d ju jjj

wTTWBH QUfOM (MyifiBMBl^

BOZ SCAGGS
DOWN TWO THEN LEFT
including:
Hard Times/Whatcha Gonna Tell Your Man
Gimme The Goods/A Clue/1993

BLUE OYSTER CULT
SPECTRES
including:
Godjilla/Fifeworks
Goin Through The Motions
Nosieralu/1 Love The Night

2 RECORDSET

Paul Simon
Greatest Hits, Etc.

KANSAS

Point of Know Return

. including:
Slip SIidin' Away
Kodachrome/50 Ways To Leave Your Lover
Loves Me Like A Rock
Still Crazy After All These Years

including:
Changes/ You Need A Man
Medley: Danny s Song/A Love Song
House At Pooh Comer
Thinking Of You

Great gifts from
Columbia...

including:
Sparks Of The Tempest/Hopelessly Human
Lightning's Hand/Paradox /Dust In The Wind

EARTH, WIND & FIRE
ALL N ALL
including:
Serpentine Fire/Jupiter
Runnin'/Love's Holiday/Fantasy

to give and to get!
All at BLUE MT. LOW Prices!

fend

178 S. Mason St.

BILLY COBHAM
MAGIC

HERBPIDKRSEN
SANDMAN

including:
AC-DC/ Puffnstuff /On A Magic Carpet Ride
Anteres The Star/Leaward Winds

including:
Bring Back The Smile *
When She Makes Love To Me
About Love Again/Sandman
Is That Any Way To Love You

including:
Heaven Can Be Anywhere (Twin Pines Theme)
Indian Man/Grapes Of Wrath
Maria Teresa/Redneck Fiddlin Man

——

■^^^^^

2 RECORDSET

SANTflNfl
M00NFL0WER
including:
She's Not There/Black Magic Woman
Souf Sacrifice/Gypsy Queen/Let The Children Play

....... i . ,
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Classifieds
For sale
ONE PAIR FISCHER XP60
TWO-WAY
SPEAKERS:
Must sell!
First
$50
takes . Call Jeff, 433-1548.

WHETHER OR NOT STUDENTS HAVE
REALLY CHANGED REMAINS TO
BE SEEN. BUTONE THING IS

WANT TO MOVE ON
CAMPUS? Room and board
contracts for sale for spring
1978 semester. Call Mark
Crane at 433-7274 or box 778.

V*

ROLAND BURTON
HEDLSY, JR., ESQ.,
ABC WIDE WORLD
OF NEWS'.

THOUGHTFUL
PAUSE.,
a

LIFE GOES ON.

!*<^»fie>! VERY CLEAR^^

f

a

A r^r->.
#
9r\ £7® A.

?
* I&iWjfr
3,«J2v_v

HOUSING CONTRACT: For
sale spring semester. Contact
Carol at 433-9431 (off campus)
from 2-5 p.m. MondayFriday; at 4469 in the
evenings; or box 1351.
12-STRING FOLK GUITAR:
One year old.
Beautiful
condition, hardly used. Must
sell. $150 with case. Retails
for $230. Contact Stef, box 907.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

^f1JK2O

Ji*

g&>

it

A»n
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THIS IS ROLAND
BURJON HBDLBY,
JR.,ESQ.,ABCUJIPe
WORLD OF NEWS!

/XP

Uk fr A*

AMAZING! UB
iSTVOuemeo
LIVE ON CAMPUS
FOR AWHILE, AND
YOU END UP ON
THE EVENING NEWS.'
/

*&>W\

YOU HAD
NOIDEAI

WPS SO
VlPBO 6ENICDID YOU?
'

&^

*&>$&*<,■

^ ^^^ ^?

iQ?

LOOK, I HAPNOPE! AND WHAT
PEN TO LIKE
WAS ALL THAT
GIBBERISH ABOUT RLXUS! HE
-WE CAMPUS BEING NEEDED A
STORY.' SO
FLOODED WITH
I GAVE HIM
BARBITURATES?
ONB! f.

CONTACT
LENS
WEARERS: Save on brand
name hard and soft lens
supplies.
Send for free
illustrated catalog. Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arizona, 85011.

Riim!

f

<*™f ANSWER IT.
"&]& I'M GOING
D&W? TO NEED
I
TIME-

WANT TO MOVE ON
CAMPUS? Room and board
contracts for sale for spring
1978 semester. Call Tim Lang
at 433-5534.
1969 VOLKSWAGEN
SQUAREBACK SEDAN:
Automatic transmission, AMFM radio, 8-track tape player,
low mileage, excellent condition. $750. Call 433-2019 or
ONE FEMALE HOUSING
CONTRACT: For spring
semester. Call Cindy, 4451 or
write box 3534.
TOP BRAND NAME AUDIO
EQUIPMENT: Rock bottom
prices. Also, brand name
calculators, C.B. radios, car
stereos, blank recording tape
and much more. Don't buy
before you check my price.
Call 433-9440 and ask for Mike.

.» .

1973 VEGA: Automatic. Air
conditioning. FM converter.
Good tires. Just inspected.
Very good condition. $700.
Call Tricia at 4133.

HOUSING CONTRACT FOR
SALE: Make me a reasonable
offer. Must get off campus.
Call now, 433-4540.

For rent

MIRANDA SLR CAMERA:
F-1.4 lens. Excellent shape.
Cable release. Case. UV
filter. All for $89. Call Gary
at 434-5219 or Box 714.

SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS'RENTALS
Rack Shop, Blue Ridge Dive
and Craft Shop. 1726 Allied
St., Charlottesville. Hours 1-5
Sat. & Sun. ph. 804-293-6984.

FOR HIRE: Can move heavy
objects or make deliveries
with my van. Write Steve,
Box 2617, Campus Mail.

Wanted

HOUSING CONTRACT FOR
SALE: For spring semester.
Contact Lynette at 433-4811 or
Box 3241.
FOR SALE:
1969 Dodge
Swinger, 2 door, automatic. 4
new tires, new brakes, good
condition. $500 or best oner.
Call Ann (433)-6158, after 7
p.m.

<:* *

TYPING SERVICE: R. Craig,
433-1868, 50 cents per page.

NEED FURNITURE FOR
OFF CAMPUS APARTMENT
AND CHEAP LIVING?
Yellow upholstered arm
chair. Boston rocker with
cushions. Day-bed sofa.
Dining room table and three
chairs. Appliances: West
Bend slow cooker, toaster,
electric juicer, Presto Hot
Dogger, Mr. Coffee, wine
rack. Call 434-4527.

ARE YOU A VETERAN? If
so there's a great opportunity
for you in the Virginia Army
National Guard. You can pick
up some extra money, gain
rank and build up your
retirement. All this for one
weekend a month in the
Guard. If you're a vet, find
out about the benefits
available in the most important part-time job in
America. Today's Nat'L
Guard Call 434-6594 today.
WANTED: Female to take
over housing contract.
Guaranteed housing at
Showalter or on campus.
Contact Mary Ann at 5262 or
Box 311.
HELP! I NEED A RIDE TO
WILLIAMSBURG: Can you
help? Must leave after 3 p.m.
on Friday, Dec. 2. Can return
any time Sunday. Please call
Neil, 5037.

RIDE NEEDED: Any Friday
from New York City to
Harrisonburg and-or any
Sunday from Harrisonburg to
New York City. Please contact Maureen, P.O. 3579 or 4331726.

Lost
LOST: One clipboard with
social work information. If
found, please call me or drop
it by the front desk at the
campus center. Jackie
Dalrymple, Box 5301,433-1875.

Activities
FIRST THOOZE: Sponsored
by Sigma Nu. 6 p.m. -12
midnight, Friday, Dec. 2.
Admission is $2 all night at the
Sigma Nu house. Come and
party before and after the
basketball game.

Personal
CHR1SSY: I might be
screwing with the universe,
but you wondered who that
man was. . .well, your DAD's
got this kinda funny finger.. .1
mean. . .See you at work.
Susan.
D.M.: How are your red,
white and blues working? The
English lady.
TO ALL THE WOMEN OF
CONVERSE: You all did a
fabulous job with the food!
Thanks for everything!
Everyone of you is terrific!
"NUN" better! Head Red.

GUY
(BOOM
BOOM
ROOM)"You make me feel
like dancin'" 'cause mm-mmmmm...I gotta man...yeah!!
But, I try and I try-I can't get
no satisfaction!
Love,
Melissa.
SECOND V.P. AND TREAS.:
We both like men in government. That is the reason this
note was sent. We have our
eye on each of you. Stay in
tune for clue no. 2. Basketball
Joans.
TO THE SHIPPENSBURG
PA. VW.: Sorry we did not
take you up on your offer. You
should have given us a call.
From the blue Va. station
wagon.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
JOYCE!! Give me a break!
The young buck.
ERIC H.:
wants you.

Student affairs

R.N. AND MANAGER: The
whips and chains are waiting.
Sadist Ladies.
TO NUTTSVILLES GARY
AND GARBER'S BILL:
Playgirl never looked better.
Dingledames.
PJfPAT: The term "future
shock" was coined to describe
the consequence of increased
rates of change.
NANOOK. Snow just isn't the
same without you. Send nose
mittens. T.

CHRISSY BABY, CHRISSY:I
can buy you a drink. Are the
stars out tonight? How are the
dancing lessons coming? I
hear you'll be opening at Big
Tom's Boom Boom Room
tomorrow night. We will be
there. Hey, we love you! Al
HENRIETTA: I guess I've
swallowed hook, line and
sinker. Thanks for all the
special times-you've made
me very happy. All my love,
Henry.
CHILLED OCCUPANT:
Share your silence with one
who spares too many words,
but time is precious to
"Lonely Leaders" so this
rambling painter will ramble
on if she hinders your style.
Blind Eyes.
FOR THOSE LOOKING
FORWARD TO CHRISTMAS:
Join the Upper Room. It will
be worth it!!
MY LADY LUCK Remember,
I'll always be there. It may be
rough but it's almost over.
Worry never solves problems
it only makes them bigger.
JR. <F"
BEEN
THERE:
The
seventeenth is set. The attractive one is thinking of
possible destinations as we
decided to go OUT (the
"bimbette" wins once again).
Any suggestions? the kid

{
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